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ABSTRACT 

OF THE THESIS OF 

 

 

Hanine Bachir Zakaria   for  Master of Science 

                   Major: Chemistry  

 

 

TITLE: Interaction of Poly lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) with Curcumin: PLGA 

Based Nanocapsules for Curcumin Delivery and Biomedical Application 

 
Nanotechnology is a promising developing field presenting a potential tools for the 

loading of curcumin in order to enhance its various applications. Several types of 

nanoparticles have arisen one of them is polymeric nanocapsules. In the present work 

curcumin (Cur) loaded Poly lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) nanocapsules were 

synthesized using solid-in-oil-in water (s/o/w) emulsion technique. The prepared 

nanocapsules were coated by poly (diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDDA) 

polymer in order to increase the entrapement of curcumin into the core of PLGA 

polymer.  

 

PLGA-Cur-PDDA nanocapsules were characterized using spectroscopic and 

microscopic techniques such as fluorescence spectroscopy, UV-Visible spectroscopy, 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), X-Ray diffraction technqiue (XRD), scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM), and Zeta potential analysis. The formed PLGA-CUR-

PDDA NCs were established as nanoprobe for the detection of dopamine molecule. The 

selectivity and specificity of nanocapsules toward dopamine was achieved by measuring 

the fluorescence emission spectra of the NCs in the presence of other interference 

molecules such as tryptophan, melamine, adenine, etc. It was noticed that increasing the 

concentration of the different molecules had no significant change in the fluorescence 

signal of the nanocapsules. These results confirm the strong quenching between 

dopamine and curcumin in the nanocapsules. Hence, fluorescence emission technique 

was found to be selective, easy and fast with low cost for the determination of dopamine 

in a concentration range up to 5 mM with a detection limit equal to 23 μM. 

Additionally, the antiviral activity of these nanocapsules was investigated against the 

influenza A virus. Cytotoxicity assessment of the nanocapsules was performed. MTT 

results revealed that up  to  a concentration of 20 µM of  the curcumin nanocapsules is 

well tolerated by A549 cells with cell death< 20 %. Then, using plaque reduction assay, 

antiviral activity against influenza A virus propagated in the A549 cell culture was 

evaluated. Results showed that a reduction in the plaque size was obtained upon treating 

infected PR8 cells with 10 µM of nanocapsules. Also, the EC50 was estimated to be 20 

μM.  

 

Besides, multilayered polymeric nanocapsules were prepared in three different 

compositions, using PLGA, PDDA polymer and silica nanoparticles. These 

nanocapsules were characterized using different techniques. The effect of additive layer 

was established; where it was found that silica nanoparticles and PDDA polymer 

increase the stability of the encapsulated curcumin. Drug release profile was examined 
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for PLGA-Cur-PDDA nanocapsules at three different pHs (4, 6 and 7). Highest release 

of curcumin was obtained at pH 4. Thus to control curcumin release at this pH, effect of 

multilayers addition was studied. Results showed a lower release of curcumin with the 

addition of multilayers where high encapsulation efficiency equal to 98.21% was 

obtained. 

 

Moreover, the interaction between PLGA, PDDA and Curcumin was investigated by 

fluorescence spectroscopy. The modified Stern-Volmer equation was used to estimate 

the value of the binding constant Ka and the van't Hoff equation was used to estimate 

the corresponding thermodynamic parameters (ΔHo, ΔSo, and ΔGo). The obtained 

results showed that the binding constant between PLGA and Curcumin is due to the 

formation of hydrogen bonds and van der Waals forces. However, PDDA interacts with 

curcumin through hydrophobic interactions. Moreover, zeta potential measurements 

were obtained for these polymers and the surface charge was compared in presence and 

absence of the negatively charged curcumin molecules. It was found that the results 

obtained by zeta potential measurements are in agreement with those obtained by 

fluorescence spectroscopy. It is also found that binding of curcumin with PDDA is 

further encouraged in the presence of PLGA. 

 

Furthermore, the physical properties of Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA polymer) 

are studied for the first time in solution using emission fluorescence technique and 

curcumin as a molecular probe. On the first hand, curcumin at a concentration of 2 μM 

was added to different concentrations of PLGA. In this case, the fluorescence of 

curcumin has been tracked. It was found that the critical micellar concentration (CMC) 

was equal to 0.31 g/L and the critical micellar temperature (CMT) was obtained at 25°C 

respectively. Furthermore, an insight on the effect of NaCl salt on the CMC value of 

PLGA is assessed through curcumin probing. Therefore, a decrease in the CMC has 

been observed with the increase in the concentration of NaCl. Moreover, in order to 

understand the aggregation behavior of PLGA in different solutions, CMC experiments 

were investigated using chloroform as a solvent. Results showed that the solvent does 

not affect the CMC value of the polymer; however, it only affects the shape of the 

obtained micelle. Finally, fluorescence quenching of curcumin with hydrophobic cetyl-

pyridinium bromide CPB and hydrophilic KI quenchers was established, where it was 

proved that curcumin is located near the hydrophobic pocket of Stern-layer of PLGA 

micelle. 

 

 

Keywords: Curcumin, PLGA, PDDA, nanocapsules, Silica, binding constant , micelles, 

CMC,CMT, quenching, anticancer, antiviral, dopamine, nanoprobe.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 

A. Nanocapsules 

Nanocapsules are characteristic class of nanoparticles made up of two or more 

active material representing the core and a protective matrix acting as a shell1. 

Nanocapsules gained a great interest due to their protective coating that is usually 

pyrophoric oxidizes easily2. Nanocapsules exist in a size ranges between 10 and 1000 

nm2.  

Due to their sizes, Nanocapsules exhibit  wide range of applications with high 

efficient reproducibility2. They are used in the dermatological and cosmetic field, and 

this was investigated as early as in  1990s3. Also, Drug Delivery has been one of the 

frequently studied applications for nanocapsules.   

Many reasons stand behind the importance of nanocapsules in the medical 

application. The unique features that nanocapsules possess such as large surface to mass 

ratio make it very attractive for medical application4. This feature allow the 

nanoparticles to bind, adsorb and carry other materials like drugs and protein4.  

The usage of nanocapsules in drug delivery carries many advantages including5: 

- Improved efficacy that results from the improved biodistribution and 

pharmacokinetics.  

- Improved stability for hydrophobic drugs. 

- Reduced toxicity through the usage of biocompatible nanomaterial. 

- Reduced side effects for some drugs by accumulating it at targeted sites. 
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1. Types of nanocapsules 

Nanocapsules can be present and formed as polymeric nanocapasules, and 

liposomes. 

 

a. Polymeric nanocapsules 

By definition, polymeric nanocapsules are vesicular particles with an oily core 

enveloped by thin polymeric wall. These particles have size smaller than 1 μm. 

Polymeric nanoparticles are stabilized by steric agents or by surfactants or by using both 

of them6. Polymeric nanoparticles are well studied in the pharmaceutical filed as drug 

delivery vehicles7. Many polymers had been used to formulate polymeric nanocapsules. 

These are classified as synthetic and natural polymers8. Polysaccharides and chitosan 

are the most commonly used natural polymers9. However, the mostly used synthetic 

polymers are the polyesters including poly (lactic acid) (PLA), poly (lactic -co-glycolic 

acid) (PLGA), and poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL)9. These polymers share common 

features that make them compatible for the application of nanocapsules as drug delivery 

system. Biocompatibility, biodegradability and tunable properties are some of the most 

important features that the above mentioned polymers have9. 

 

b. Liposomes  

Liposomes are spherical vesicles made up of one or more phospholipid bilayer 

10. They consist of hydrophilic inner core that can encapsulate hydrophilic compounds11 

and hydrophobic membrane that entrap insoluble agents12. Due to their 

biocompatibility, biodegradability, low toxicity and due their ability to encapsulate both 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic compounds, liposomes known to be good drug carriers13. 
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In addition to the usage of liposomes in drug delivery, they are used in therapeutic and 

diagnostic applications10. Despite these various applications, liposomes exhibit some 

limitation due their low drug loading capacity and due to their low stability upon 

storage 14. In term of their mode of action and their mechanism of intracellular delivery, 

liposomes are classified into five categories 15:  

a. Conventional liposomes 

b.  pH sensitive liposomes  

c. Long circulating liposomes  

d. Cationic liposomes  

e. Immune liposomes 

 

2. Preparation methods of polymeric nanocapsules 

Different methods had been reported for the preparation of polymeric 

nanocapsules where the polymer is being dispersed16. These methods are divided into 

two; some are based on pre-formed polymer including solvent evaporation, 

nanoprecipitation, salting-out, dialysis and supercritical fluid technology. And others 

depend on direct polymerization of monomers using different techniques such as micro-

emulsion, mini-emulsion, interfacial polymerization and surfactant-free emulsion16-17. 

 

a. Solvent evaporation 

Solvent evaporation is the first and the most used technique to develop 

nanoparticles from preformed polymers17. It has been used in the preparation of 

nanoparticles using biodegradable polymers for drug delivery16. In this method, 
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polymer solution is prepared in volatile solvents like chloroform, dichloroform, and 

ethyl acetate17.  

The formulated emulsion is converted into nanoparticles suspension upon evaporation 

of the solvent17.  For the formulation of emulsions two main strategies are being used. 

First one is the single emulsion which is known as oil-in-water (o/w), and the second 

one is the double emulsion or water-in-oil-in-water (w/o/w)16. Ultra-sonication is done, 

followed by the evaporation of the solvent, then the  nanoparticles are obtained by 

ultracentrifugation, and finally lyophilized17. 

 

b. Nanoprecipitation   

Nanoprecipitation method is also known  as solvent displacement or interfacial 

deposition method18 . This technique has advantages over other techniques, it is a one-

step method, fast, does not involve much expenses, requires low electrical power and  

no precursor emulsion is needed in this method. It produces particles with a size ranging 

between 50 and 300 nm, hence a greater surface area will be available19. The preformed 

polymer is dissolved in an organic solution and it is added to an aqueous solution in 

presence or absence of surfactant. The deposited polymer on the interface due to the fast 

diffusion of the solvent causes instant formation of the colloidal suspension20. 

 

c. Salting-out 

Another method for the preparation of nanoparticles is the salting out method. 

It includes the usage of salting-out agent  like magnesium chloride and calcium 

chloride21.  
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The oily phase consists of polymer dissolved in an organic solvent, and the aqueous 

phase consists of surfactant with an electrolyte that is not soluble in the organic 

solvent18. An emulsion is formed by emulsifying the oily phase in the aqueous phase 

under a high mechanical stirring 18. This method differs from other methods in the fact 

that diffusion of the solvent step is not taking place due to the presence of the salting-

out agent which is removed by centrifugation 18. Nanoparticles are obtained by the 

migration of the hydrophilic organic solvent into the aqueous phase 18. 

 

d. Dialysis 

This method is considered as a simple and effective method to prepare small 

and narrow distributed polymeric nanoparticles18. After dissolving the drug and the 

polymer in a water soluble organic solvent, the solution is placed in a dialysis tube with 

proper molecular weight cut off 22. The dialysis process is done against the aqueous 

phase causing a decrease in the interfacial tension22. After the displacement of the 

solvent inside the membrane, the polymer aggregate progressively due to the loss of its 

solubility and thus the homogenous suspension of nanoparticles is formed18, 22. 

 

e. Supercritical fluid technology  

This method is considered environmentally safe since it does not require the 

use of organic solvents as in the above mentioned methods23. Supercritical fluid (SCF) 

is solvent that stays as a single phase at a temperature greater than its critical 

temperature and regardless of   pressure23. Due to its nontoxicity, non-flammability, low 

price and due to its mild critical conditions, supercritical CO2 is the most used 

Supercritical fluid23. The two most commonly applied techniques are supercritical anti-
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solvent (SAS) and rapid expansion of critical solution (RESS)23. SAS requires a 

complete miscibility between the supercritical fluid and the liquid solvent containing the 

solute, but the solute must be insoluble in the SCF 24. As a result, when they get in 

contact, the solution is formed and supersaturation and precipitation of the solute are 

formed. However, The process of RESS requires the saturation of the SCF with solid 

substrate followed by depressurization and fast release of solute in gaseous state that 

leads to the production of very small particles 24. 

 

3. Applications of Nanocapsules 

Since the development of nanotechnology field is increasing, the applications 

of the nanoparticles are increasing as well.  Due to their attractive characteristics 

especially when it comes to their size, nanocapsules made it possible to have a wide 

range of applications. The fields of application of the nanoparticles depend on the type 

and the nature of the used  nanoparticles25. Some of the applications are discussed 

below. 

  

a. Biomedical applications 

i. Drug Delivery 

The hollow cavity of the nanocapsules made it possible to use them as drug 

vehicles. As a drug delivery systems, nanocapsules are capable to improve the 

fundamental properties of the free drugs like solubility, stability  pharmacokinetics, and 

biodistribution26.   Many aspects must be taken into account when using nanocapsules 

as drug delivery system such as the route of administration whether oral or parenteral , 

toxicity, clearance from body, etc27. The modification of the surface of the nanocapsules 
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by polymers or inorganic metals allows for further functionalization and makes them 

biocompatible 28. The release of the drug is done through the decomposition of the 

capsule either by chemical or physical decomposition 29.  

ii. Bioimaging and Biosensing  

Nanocapsules are used in bioimaging where they are considered as a good 

candidates for the loading of fluorescent dye for imaging due to their high surface area 

to volume ratio27. Moreover, different nanocapsules are studied in the biosensing 

domain where nanocapsules are capable  to increase the sensitivity and to lower the 

detection limit to an individual molecule30.  

 

b. Environmental application 

Nanocapsules have less application in the environmental domain than in the 

biomedical field. The use of nanoparticles in the detection and monitoring of microbes 

was successfully done, and it is further used to immobilize microbial cells that is 

capable to biorecover or degrade some chemicals31. Also, nanoparticles can be utilized 

as  biocatalysts in reductive dechlorination 31. Nanoparticles can increase the 

bioavailability of the hydrophobic organic contaminants in bioremediation in soil 

environment31. Besides, nanocapsules such as zerovalent metal nanoparticles, metal 

oxide nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, and quantum dots are highly in use and provide 

an indispensable tool in wastewater treatment. 32  

 

c. Dermatological and cosmetology applications 

Different applications of nanotechnology in dermatology and cosmetics are 

available. Some nanoparticles had been used in sunscreens formulation where they act 
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as penetration enhancer33. Nanoemulsions ( oil/water) had been introduce in moisturizer 

where their size add more favorable properties33.  Also, Nanoparticles are  introduced in 

the phototherapy as well as in the field of antiseptics33. Nanoparticles had been used in 

cosmetic formulation where they enhance their quality and cosmetic elegance33. They 

introduced in the production of shampoos, perfume, after shave commodities, eye 

shadow, antiperspirant, and lipsticks 33 . 

 

B. Curcumin  

1. Brief Background  

Curcumin longa is a member of ginger family. The underground horizontal 

stems of this plant are known as Rhizomes34. Turmeric which is derived from this 

rhizomes contains three constituents which are Curcumin, desmethoxycurumin, and 

bisdemethoxycurcumin34-35. These are related to the same family which is the 

curcuminoid family and they only differ by the methoxy substituent found on the 

aromatic ring35. 

Curcumin comprises 2-5% of turmeric36. The yellow color of turmeric is due to the 

phytochemical Curcumin which is responsible for the therapeutic benefits of turmeric36.  

 

2. Structure  

The chemical nomenclature of Curcumin is (E,E)-1,7-bis(4-hydroxy-3-

methoxy-phenyl)-1,6-heptadiene-3,5-ione as shown in figure 137. It has to aryl groups 

that are connected by seven carbon chain which is given the name diarlyheptanoid38. 

Curcumin gains exciting photochemical and photophysical  properties because of the 

conjugation of the aryl groups via the β-diketone moiety conveys tautomerisim39. The 

keto-enol  tautomer’s are found in equilibrium, but the enol form which acts as electron 
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donor is dominant in alkaline medium and the keto form which acts as hydrogen donor 

is dominant in acidic and neutral medium40-41. Other factors affect the ratio of the two 

tautomers such as polarity of the solvent, temperature, and the substituents found on 

aryl rings 41.  

 

Figure 1 Structure of curcumin 

 

3. Photophysical properties  

Curcumin exhibits an exciting photo-physical property. Because of its yellow 

color, Curcumin shows a strong absorption in the UV-VIS region42. It exhibits an 

absorption maximum ranging between 408 and 432 nm42. The assigned  strong band in 

the range 410-430 nm was related to the π-π* transition42. Studies showed that the 

absorption maximum has a strong dependency on the solvent being used. A red shift in 

the absorption maxima is observed with the increase in the polarity of the solvent43. The 

enol and the diketo forms of Curcumin exhibit different absorption maxima. 

Calculations by DFT methods predict a wavelength of 389 nm and 419 nm for the 

diketo and enol form respectively42. Similarly, the steady state fluorescence spectra 

showed a strong dependency on solvent polarity44.  A significant variations in stokes’ 

shift  were obtained while changing the nature of the solvent42. Such dependency of the 

fluorescence properties on the solvent indicates that the nature of the excited state is 

intramolecular charge transfer42. Also, a large change in the dipole moment of the 

excited state was obtained and it led to the conclusion that the excited state of Curcumin 
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is more polar than the ground state42. This is due to  the presence of the o-

methoxyphenyl group that donates electron to the carbonyl groups of the diketo42. 

Curcumin is classified as a weak fluorescence molecules and to study its fluorescence 

decay properties in different solvents could be fitted to a double exponential decay 

function43.  

 

4. Stability of curcumin 

a. Aqueous stability  

Studies showed that the stability of Curcumin in aqueous medium is pH 

dependent. In buffer solutions with neutral and basic pH condition, Curcumin was 

unstable and 90% of it was decomposed rapidly. However, a significant increase in the 

stability was observed in acidic medium. The latter case is due to the conjugated diene 

structure45. This pH dependency is accompanied with a change in the color of 

Curcumin. A red color was obtained at pH < 1 due to the protonated form. A yellow 

color is obtained at pH ranging between 1 and 7 where most of the molecules exist in 

neutral form. And at pH greater than 7.5, an orange red color was observed46.  

 

b. Thermal stability  

A study about the thermal behavior of Curcumin was done by Fujita et al in 

2012. The TG-DTA curve of Curcumin showed a thermal degradation happening in two 

consecutive step, the first occurs between 205-441 ºC and the second between 441-630 

ºC47.  Also, it was possible to infer the thermal stability of Curcumin from TG curve 

which is 205 ºC47. Boiling Curcumin for 15 and 20 min caused a partial loss of 
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Curcumin by 27% and 32% respectively. Also, a 53% loss of Curcumin was obtained 

by processing turmeric in pressure cooker at 15 psi for 10 min46.  

 

5. Biomedical activities of curcumin 

Curcumin possess multiple pharmacological activities some of them will be 

discussed below including anti-cancer, anti- bacterial, anti-viral and antioxidant 

activities. 

 

a. Anti-cancer effect 

Recently, it was found that  curcumin  exerts  anti-cancer activities via its effect 

on a range of biological pathways involved in mutagenesis, oncogene expression, cell 

cycle regulation, apoptosis, tumorigenesis and metastasis48. The main mechanisms of 

action by which curcumin shows its unique anticancer activity comprise inducing 

apoptosis and constraining proliferation and invasion of tumors by suppressing a variety 

of cellular signaling pathways49. Numerous studies reported curcumin’s antitumor 

activity on breast, lung, and prostate cancer, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, 

and brain tumors50.  

An in vitro study done by Maniandan et al on human cancer cell lines showed 

that Curcumin exhibits anticancer effect.  The used cell lines includes human colon 

adenocarcinoma HCT 15, HCT 116, and human larynx carcinoma Hep G-2 cell lines. 

Results showed that curcumin inhibits the growth of the above cell lines. The anticancer 

activity shown was related to cytotoxicity, nuclear fragmentation as well as 

condensation, and DNA fragmentation associated with the appearance of apoptosis51.  
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b. Anti-bacterial effect  

 Gunes et al evaluated the anti-bacterial activity of Curcumin against methicillin-

sensitive Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA), methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus 

(MRSA), Enterococcus faecalis, Bacillus subtilis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia 

coli and Klebsiella pneumonie using the macrodilution broth susceptibility test method.  

Results showed that when Curcumin is used in high concentration it shows a strong 

antibacterial activity52.  

 

c. Antiviral effect 

Curcumin has showed an exceptional antiviral activity against several 

deseases53. 

The first proposal that curcumin has antiviral properties arose in the 1990s with 

the finding that curcumin could constrain the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 

viral protease in vitro, with a median inhibitory concentration (IC50) of 100 µM54. 

Curcumin exerts antiviral activity against various types of enveloped viruses, by 

different  mechanisms including  direct interaction with viral membrane proteins; 

disruption of the viral envelope; inhibition of viral proteases; induce host antiviral 

responses55. Additionally, Curcumin shows an antiviral activity against coronaviruses 

including SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV256. It protects from lethal 

pneumonia and ARDS via targeting NF-κB, IL-6 trans signal, inflammasome and 

HMGB1 pathways55.  
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d. Anti-oxidant effect 

During natural cellular processes like cellular respiration, reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) are normally formed such as superoxide radical (O●
2

-), hydroxyl radicals 

(OH●), singlet oxygen (O●) and H2O2
57. The overproduction of ROS results in the 

oxidation of the components of cells thus causing damage in the affected tissues such 

damage  can be reduced by the human body’s antioxidant defense systems58. Curcumin 

is considered as an extremely potent lipid soluble antioxidant and has been proposed to 

act through its pro-oxidant/antioxidant effects, since  formation of ROS by curcumin 

and curcuminoids correlates with their apoptotic activity on tumor cells59. 

 

6. Limitations  

Although Curcumin consumption is tested to be safe, the therapeutic usage of 

curcmin is considered limited because of its low bioavailability. Thus, its free levels in 

plasma and tissues are very little. This was elucidated by the fact that curcumin has a 

high-rate conjugation through glucuronidation  and sulfation which causes its low 

absorption60.  

Its poor bioavailability is related to its chemical instability rapid metabolism and 

rapid systemic elimination 61. To overcome this limitation and to improve its delivery, 

different approaches have been studied such as encapsulation of Curcumin into 

polymeric nanoparticles62, liposomes and phospholipids63, polyethylene glycol64, 

surfactants65,  and cyclodextrin complexation66. 
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C. Poly-lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) 

1. Background  

PLGA is a copolymer; it is made up of poly lactic acid (PLA) and poly glycolic 

acid (PGA) as shown in figure 267.  It has an asymmetric α-carbon which possess two 

stereochemical forms D or L67.Generally, PLGA stands for poly D, L-lactic-co-glycolic 

acid on which the D- and L-lactic acid forms are present in an equal ratio 68.             

                                                                                                                                           

 

Figure 2 Structure of PLGA 

 

2. Synthesis  

PLGA is synthesized through a random ring opening copolymerization of the 

glycolic and lactic acid monomers in presence of a catalyst68. Some of the catalysts that 

had been used are tin (II) 2-ethylhexanote, aluminium isoproxide and tin (II) 

alkoxides68. During polymerization, the monomeric units are connected together via an 

ester linkage forming a linear, amorphous aliphatic PLGA polymer69. Depending on the 

ratio of the used monomers, different PLGA forms are obtained. For example, PLGA 

50:50 comprises a copolymer that is made of 50 % lactic acid and 50 % glycolic acid68-

69.  
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3. Application 

PLGA has been used in a wide range of application. Some of them will be 

discussed below including its usage in scaffolds, drug delivery, vaccines, and contrast 

agent for ultrasound. 

 

a. PLGA-based scaffolds 

PLGA based scaffolds is not only used as pure PLGA but also as a combination 

with other materials such as polymers or ceramics in order to make PLGA scaffolds 

biocompatible and to modify its degradability70.  PLGA scaffolds have been utilized to 

regenerate damaged tissues, for example, in bone formation or in regenerative dentistry, 

along with stem cell-based therapy71.  Using PLGA carriers incorporated with 

autogenous bone graft or different bone promoting substances such as bone 

morphogenetic protein-2 BMP-2 or simvastatin , bone formation was attained 71. 

Besides, PLGA has been used in coating different materials including ceramics, metals, 

natural polymers, and bone allografts72. Moreover, PLGA has been used as fibers for 

bone tissues engineering purposes72.  

 

b. Drug Delivery 

PLGA spheres that exit as microsphere and nanospheres  are utilized for drug 

delivery purposes73. A review done by Su et al stated that PLGA including anticancer 

drugs, proteins or peptides and plasmid DNA 74. A biodistribution studies revealed that 

PLGA nanoparticle delivery improves accumulation of diagnostic or therapeutic agents 

by the enhanced permeability and retention effect75. For instance, using a fluorometric 

assay method, PLGA NPs was used to deliver indocyanine green in healthy mice. 
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Results showed that the NPs led to higher indocyanine green deposit in organs as well 

as in blood compared with free solution, indicating the massive potential of PLGA NPs 

as a delivery system 76. 

 

c. Vaccines 

Moreover, PLGA microspheres have been utilized in developing vaccines.  For a 

single-administration human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) vaccine using the gp120 

subunit, PLGA microspheres showed an initial burst release and their delivery vehicle 

are designed in a way  to produce a second delayed burst instead of a continuous 

release.  The usage of such microspheres is Ideal in vaccination situations where a 

follow-up visit to a physician is not possible,  where the initial burst release of gp120 

acts as the priming vaccination and the second release act  as the booster77. 

 

d. Contrast agent for ultrasound 

 AI-700 is a gas-filled PLGA microparticle technology utilized as an ultrasound 

contrast agent for echocardiography and has been taken through Phase III clinical trials. 

Due to its biocompatibility, PLGA is considered an attractive candidate for this 

application. These microparticles are designed using an emulsion and spray-drying 

method. To give the microparticles a porous, honeycomb-like structure, the inner 

aqueous phase was constituted with Ammonium bicarbonate. Results showed that these  

microparticles were not destroyed even under extreme ultrasound conditions, this means 

that PLGA microparticles are  more stable than many  commonly used  ultrasound 

contrast agents78. 
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D. Aims 

General information about the three important components; Nanocapsules 

Curcumin and PLGA; that are used in our research work, were introduced in Chapter I. 

Our concentration will be on understanding the interaction between Curcumin and 

PLGA and on the synthesis of Curcumin loaded PLGA nanocapsules and further 

establishing their properties and applications.  

The interaction between Curcumin and PLGA and Curcumin with PDDA was 

study using fluorescence spectroscopy technique as described in Chapter III.  

In chapter IV of this work, our aim is to study self-assembly behavior of PLGA 

copolymer in solution, using fluorescence probing technique where Curcumin was used 

as a fluorescent probe. The CMC and CMT values of PLGA were obtained. Also the 

effect of NaCl and solvent on the aggregation behavior of PLGA was studied. Finally, 

position of curcumin inside the PLGA micelles will be determined through fluorescence 

quenching, using two different qunechers; CPB and KI.  

The synthesis of Curcumin loaded PLGA nanocapsules is performed using 

solid in oil in water emulsion technique as it is described in Chapter V. These 

Nanocapsules will be coated by PDDA polymer. Different characterization techniques 

will be used in order to determine the different properties of the synthesized 

nanocapsules. Sensing of dopamine molecule will be established using these 

nanocapsules based on fluorescence emission intensity.  

The anti-viral activity of the synthesized nanocapsules was evaluated in 

chapter VI. In this chapter the effect of our nanocapsules is investigated on Influenza A 

virus.  
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 In Chapter VII,   the effect of different pHs (4,6, and 7) on the release of 

Curcumin from nanocapsules synthesized in chapter IV will be studied. Additional 

silica and PDDA layers will be added to these nanocapsules in order to study their effect 

on drug release. The final form of these nanocapsules will be denoted as N2 (PLGA- 

CUR-PDDA-Si-PDDA) and N3 (PLGA-CUR--PDDA-Si-PDDA-Si-PDDA). 
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CHAPTER II 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

A. Materials 

All the chemicals that were used in this research work are presented in Table 1 

with their corresponding chemical formula, chemical structure, purity and source. 

 

Nomenclature 
Chemical 

formula 
Chemical structure 

Purit

y 

(%) 

Source 

Adenine C5H5N5 

 

99 Sigma Aldrich 

Chloroform CHCl3 

 

98 Merck 

Creatinine C4H7N3O 

 

97 Merck 

Curcumin C21H20O6 

 

99 Sigma Aldrich 

Collodial Silica SiO2  99.8 Sigma Aldrich 

 

Cystine 

 

C6H12N2O4S2 

  

98 

 

Merck 

 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/#query=C6H12N2O4S2
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Cytosine C4H5N3O 

 

98 Sigma Aldrich 

Dopamine 

 
C8H11NO2 

 

99 Acros 

Ethanol 

 

CH3CH2OH 

 
 99 Sigma Aldrich 

Glutathione C10H17N3O6S 

 

99 Sigma Aldrich 

Guanine C5H5N5O 

 

98 Sigma Aldrich 

Melamine C3H6N6 

 

98 Sigma Aldrich 

poly diallyl 

dimethyl 

ammonium 

chloride 

 

(C8H16CIN)n 

 

99 Sigma Aldrich 

Poly lactic-co-

glycolic acid 

(PLGA) 

(C3H4O2)x(C2

H2O2)y 

 

98 Sigma Aldrich 

Silymarin C25H22O10 

 

98 Acros 

Sodium Chloride NaCl NaCl  Sigma Aldrich 

Tryptophan C11H12N2O2 

 

99 Acros 
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Tyrosine C9H11NO3 

 

99 Acros 

Uracil 

 

C4H4N2O2 

 

 

99 Sigma Aldrich 

Table 1 List of chemicals used 

 

B. Sample preparation 

Briefly, the nanocapsules were prepared using solid-in-oil-in water (s/o/w) 

emulsion technique (See figure 3). Breifly, 45 mg of PLGA was socked in 1.5 mL 

chloroform for 24 hours. Later on, 5 mg of curcumin was added to the mixture and 

sonicated using probe sonicator for 1 minute. The obtained emulsion was added to 20 

mL of polydiallyldimethyl ammonium chloride (1% w/v) followed by 2 minutes 

sonication.  

To evaporate the solvent, the mixture was stirred for 3 hours at 500 rpm. The 

obtained emulsion was centrifuged at 15000 rpm for 10 minutes to precipitate the 

nanocapsules. The obtained nanocapsules were washed twice with deionized water. 

Finally, nanocapsules are freeze dried in order to obtain PLGA-Cur-PDDA 

nanocapsules in form of powder. 
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Figure 3 Schematic illustration of the nanocapsules’s preparation. 

 

C. Instrumentation 

JASCO V-570 UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer was used to record the 

absorption spectra at room temperature in a wavelenght range of 200- 800 nm in a 3 mL 

cuvette. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was done using a Tescan, Vega 3 

LMU with an Oxford EDX detector (Inca XmaW20) at 5 kV accelarating voltage. 

Briefly, few drops of suspended NCs were deposited on an aluminum stub and coated 

with carbon conductive adhesive tape. 

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was obtained using a Bruker D8 discover 

X-ray diffractometer equipped with Cu-Ka radiation ( = 1.5405 Å). The 

monochromator used was a Johansson type monochromator. The X-ray scans were done 

for 2θ between 10° and 45°. 

Zeta potential and dynamic light scattering value were measured using 

Particulate systems, NanoPlus Zeta Potential/Nano Particle analyzer.  
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Fluorescence spectra were measured using a Jobin-Yvon-Horiba Fluorolog III 

fluorometer and the FluorEssence program. The excitation source was a 100 W Xenon 

lamp, and the detector used was an R-928 instrument. The excitation and emission slits 

width  were kept at 5 nm. Temperature was controlled by a thermostat which is  coupled 

to the fluorometer sample holder. An external thermometer was used for measuring the 

temperature. 

Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) was accomplished using a Netzsch TGA 

209 in the temperature range of 30 to 1000 C with an increase of 10 C. min-1 under 

N2 atmosphere.  

 

D. Photophysical properties of PLGA polymer using curcumin as a fluorescent 

probe 

Micellization is an important property of polymers. The aggregation behavior of 

PLGA polymer will be studied.  The CMC and CMT values will be determined using 

Curcumin as a fluorescence probe. The effect of different factors on the aggregation of 

PLGA will be studied this includes: 

o Effect of NaCl salts 

o Effect of Solvent 

o Effect of two Quenchers ; CPB and KI 

The preparation of samples for each application is indicated in its specific 

chapter. 
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E. Application of Curcumin loaded PLGA nanocapsules 

Curcumin loaded PLGA nanocapsules have taken much importance in the 

biomedical field. These nanocapsules have been used basically in sensing applications 

and in drug delivery, anti-cancer agent, anti-viral agent, and anti-inflammatory, etc. In 

our research work, three main applications were implemented to examine the efficiency 

and suitability of the synthesized nanocapsules. These 3 applications are: 

o The use of curcumin loaded PLGA nanocapsules as a nanoprobe for the 

detection of dopamine 

o The study of curcumin release from these nanocapsules 

o The elaboration of curcumin’s effect as antiviral agent against Influenza.  

It is worth to mention that for each application, the procedure followed for 

sample preparation is indicated in its specific chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 

A BINDING STUDY OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN 

CURCUMIN AND POLY LACTIC-CO-GLYCOLIC ACID 

AND POLY DIALLYLDIMETHYLAMMONIUM CHLORIDE 
 

A. Introduction  

In supramolecular chemistry, typically the first query that a researcher might 

need to ask is: “how strong is this complex or interaction?”. Binding constants are a 

distinct case of equilibrium constants. It helps to extent the bonding affinity amongst 

two or more molecules at equilibrium. In supramolecular chemistry, binding constants 

for either host–guest complexation or host–host aggregation (e.g., dimerization) are 

typically the topic of concern. The determination of binding constants is an essential 

step in understanding and describing molecular interactions79. The binding constant can 

be measured using specialized techniques as the analytical methods such as solubility 

methods, potentiometric, and mass spectrometry were also used for this purpose80.  In 

addition, other techniques were investigated as NMR81, UV–vis82, fluorescence83, and 

calorimetric titrations84. It is possibly safe to say that above 90% of all experimentally 

calculated binding constants in supramolecular chemistry are recently determined using 

the last fore cited techniques. Thus, nowadays researchers are focusing on the efficiency 

of fluorescence spectroscopy technique for the determination of binding constant. In 

fact, this technique has arisen as a common method because it is quick, very sensitive, 

and easy to perform85.  

In this study, fluorescence spectroscopy was utilized in order to study and 

compare the interaction between curcumin and both polymers PLGA and PDDA 
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respectively. Also, thermodynamic parameters, binding constants, binding sites and the 

type of present interaction forces were explored.  

 

B. Materials and methods 

1. Fluorescence Studies 

The emission spectra of samples in the absence and presence of various 

concentrations of PLGA and PDDA were recorded over a wavelength range 440-700 

nm at three different temperatures (25, 35, and 45 °C). The temperature was controlled 

by a thermostat which is  coupled to the fluorometer sample holder. An external 

thermometer was used in order to fix the sample temperature. The width of the used 

cuvette was 1 cm.  

 

2. Sample preparation  

In order to study the interaction of curcumin with PLGA in solution, 

fluorescence measurements for 11 samples of different PLGA concentrations in the 

range of 0-0.290 g/L were conducted. Briefly, PLGA was first dissolved in chloroform 

then evaporated using rotatory evaporator. Later on, double distilled water was added 

and the sample was sonicated for final use.  

Likewise, to study the interaction of curcumin with PDDA in solution, 9 

samples with different PDDA concentrations in the range of 0-5.6 g/L were prepared. 

Curcumin’s concentration was maintained constant at 2 µM in all samples.  

To check the emission intensity of PLGA and PDDA alone, a sample containing 

290 g/L of PLGA and 3.5 g/L of PDDA were prepared respectively. 
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C. Results and Discussion  

The interaction of curcumin with PLGA and PDDA was estimated in order to 

find the binding constant for PLGA and PDDA. 

 

1. Binding constant of PLGA 

Curcumin’s concentration was fixed at 2 M, while the concentration of PLGA 

was increased from 0 to 0.29 g/L. It was found that the emission intensity of curcumin 

is proportional to the increase of PLGA’s concentration (See Figure 4). The 

enhancement of the intensity was also accompanied with a blue shift from 542 nm to 

507 nm. This blue shift is due to the fact that curcumin experiences a more nonpolar 

environment in PLGA, meaning that Curcumin is being incorporated in the hydrophobic 

core of the polymers. 
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Figure 4 Fluorescence emission spectra of curcumin at different concentrations of 

PLGA excited at =425 nm 

 

To find the binding constant and thermodynamic parameters of the interaction of 

PLGA with curcumin, the plot of log [(F-F0)/F0] vs the logarithim of polymer 

concentration was established according to the modified Stern-Volmer equation: 
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log(F-F0)/F0 = logKa + nlog[P]                               equation (1) 

Where n is the number of sites and Ka is the binding constant86.  

Based on the curve obtained in Figure 5, the binding constant (Ka) value of 

curcumin with PLGA was found to be equal to 119.89 L/g. Hence, the linear fit 

equation was set as y= 1.7557x+2.0788. These results showed that curcumin possessed 

two binding site to PLGA polymer at ambient temperature. 
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Figure 5 Modified Stern-Volmer plot for PLGA. 

 

To have a better understanding of the thermodynamics of the reaction between 

Curcumin and PLGA, the binding constant was evaluated at three different 

temperatures; 298.15 K, 308.15 K, and 318.15 K. Thereby, the standard enthalpy 

change (ΔHo) and the entropy change (ΔSo) were determined by using the  van't Hoff 

equation (equation 2) and the standard free energy change (ΔGo) was estimated using 

the thermodynamics equation (equation 3)87.  

Log (Ka) = ΔSo/R –ΔHo/RT                                     equation (2)  
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ΔGo = ΔHo – TΔSo                                                   equation (3) 

As shown in Figure 6A, the emission intensity of curcumin decreases with the 

increase of the temperature. This variation is due to the change of the PLGA 

environment while the temperature increases.  

Modified Stern-Volmer plot for PLGA at 3 temperatures and van't Hoff plot 

were depicted in Figure 6B&C.  
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Figure 6 (A) Effect of the temperature on the emission intensity of curcumin in the 

presence of different PLGA concententration; (B) Modified Stern-Volmer plot for 

PLGA at 3 temperatures and (C) van't Hoff plot. 

The thermodynamics parameters (ΔHo, ΔSo and ΔGo) were calculated and 

tabulated in Table 2. 
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Temperature (K) n Ka (L/g) ΔS (J.mol-1.K-1) ΔG (KJ.mol-1) ΔH (KJ.mol-1) 

298.15 1.76 119.67  

-54.57 

-11.82  

-28.10 308.15 1.57 78.72 -11.28 

318.15 1.66 58.75 -10.73 

Table 2 Binding and thermodynamic parameters for curcumin-PLGA interaction at 

different temperatures 

 

Generally, based on the values of standard enthalpy changes (ΔHo) and standard 

entropy changes (ΔSo), there are three different types of interaction between drug and 

biomolecules that can exists 87-88:  

a) If both Ho and So are positive, then hydrophobic interaction exists.  

b) If both Ho and So are negative, then van der Waals interactions and hydrogen 

bonds occur. 

c) If ΔHo negative and ΔSo positive, then electrostatic interactions are present.  

Henceforth, the negative ΔHo and negative ΔSo calculated, confirm the presence 

of van der Waals interaction and hydrogen bonding with curcumin. Moreover, the 

negative value of ΔGo indicates that the interaction of PLGA with curcumin was due to 

a spontaneous process.  

 

2. Binding constant of PDDA 

 Similarly, the binding constant of PDDA was conducted by varying its 

concentration from 0-55.47 g/L. As observed in Figure 7 the increase in PDDA 

concentration, boost the intensity of curcumin with a blue shift from 550 nm till 499 

nm. Hence, these results were identical to the results obtain with PLGA polymer, where 
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curcumin experiences also a more nonpolar environment in PDDA micelles, indicating 

that curcumin is being incorporated in the hydrophobic core of the PDDA polymer. 
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Figure 7 Fluorescence emission spectra of curcumin at different concentrations of 

PDDA excited at =425 nm and 

 

The binding constant (Ka) was calculated after analyzing the binding curve in 

Figure 8. Ka value of curcumin with PDDA was found to be equal to 30.38 L/g. 

Interestingly, the main difference between PLGA and PDDA polymer is that curcumin  

possessed one binding site to PDDA based on the linear equation y=0.6879x+1.4826.  
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Figure 8 Modified Stern-Volmer plot for PDDA. 

 

Afterwards, the binding constant was evaluated at three different temperatures; 

298.15 K, 308.15 K, and 318.15 K. As shown in Figure 9A, the emission intensity 

decreases with the increase of the temperature. This can be due to the increase of the 

PDDA viscosity, inhibiting the entrapment of curcumin into the micelles.  

Furthermore, Modified Stern-Volmer plot for PDDA at 3 temperatures and van't 

Hoff plot were presented in Figure 9B&C respectively.  
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Figure 9 (A) Effect of the temperature on the emission intensity of curcumin in the 

presence of different PDDA concententration; (B) Modified Stern-Volmer plot for 

PDDA at 3 temperatures and (C) van't Hoff plot. 
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The thermodynamics parameters (ΔHo, ΔSo and ΔGo) were calculated and 

supplied in Table 3. 

Based on the calculated values, the positive ΔHo and positive ΔSo values suggest 

that the dominant interaction  between Curcumin and PDDA is hydrophobic interaction. 

Besides, the negative value of ΔGo indicates that the interaction of PDDA with 

curcumin was based on a spontaneous process. 

 

Table 3 Binding and thermodynamic parameters for curcumin-PDDA interaction at 

different temperatures 

 

 

 

3. Binding constant of PDDA in the presence of PLGA 

To study the effect of PLGA on the interaction of curcumin with PDDA,  9 

samples were prepared where PDDA concentration was increased in the range of 6.9 

g/L to 56 g/L, PLGA and curcumin concentrations were fixed at 20 g/L and 2 M 

respectively. 

As can be seen in Figure 10A the emission intensity of curcumin increased in 

the presence of PLGA. But, in the presence of PLGA the intensity decreased by 3 fold 

compared to the results obtained in the absence of PLGA. This diminution in the 

emission intenisty can be due to the fact that more particles are present in the solution 

and thus more collisions are generated inducing radiation-less decay. These radiation-

Temperature 

(K) 

n Ka (L/g) ΔS (J.mol-

1.K-1) 

ΔG 

(KJ.mol-1) 

ΔH 

(KJ.mol-1) 

298.15 0.69 30.39  

101.97 

-8.54  

21.87 308.15 0.88 44.45 -9.56 

318.15 0.80 52.98 -10.58 
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less decay cause a loss of energy as heat that in turn lead to the decrease in the 

fluorescence intensity. The Stern Volmer plot at 3 different temperatures is depicted in 

Figure 10B. 
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Figure 10 (A) Fluorescence intensity of curcumin versus concentration of PDDA in 

presence of PLGA at different temperatures and (B) Modified Stern-Volmer plot for 

PDDA in presence of PLGA at 3 temperatures. 

 

 

The binding constants were calculated and formulated in Table 4. Comparing Ka 

values in the presence of PLGA values to Ka values in absence of PLGA, we can see 

that the binding affinity has increased in presence of PLGA. This is because PLGA is 

forcing curcumin in water phase and pushing it toward the PDDA polymer. 
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Temperature (K) Ka in presence of PLGA 

(g/L) 

Ka in absence of PLGA 

(g/L) 

298.15 34.59 30.39 

308.15 70.28 44.45 

318.15 71.58 52.98 

Table 4 comparison of Ka values for the interaction of PDDA in presence and absence 

of PLGA 

 

4. Zeta potential measurements 

To further understand the interaction between Curcumin, PLGA and PDDA, 

zeta potential measurement was performed using Particulate systems, NanoPlus Zeta 

Potential/Nano Particle analyzer.  

By measuring the zeta-potential, it is possible to probe a characteristic colloidal 

property in a mixture of particles, making it a useful technique to elucidate their 

behavior88.  The zeta-potential is generated between the interfacial double layer of the 

dispersed particle  versus the continuous phase away from the interface89.  

Thus, the biomaterial’s zeta-potential reveals the electric surface properties.  

Zeta potential was obtained in the first place for curcumin, PLGA, and PDDA alone. 

Then, it was also measured for the mixture of curcumin-PLGA, curcumin-PDDA, and 

curcumin-PLGA-PDDA. PLGA and Curcumin exhibit a negative surface charge equal 

to -26.59 mV and -4.98 mV respectively.  

Interestingly, upon mixing these two together a positive zeta potential was 

obtained. Considering the negative charge of both compounds, we would expect an 

increase in the total negative charge. Thus, a positive surface charge was obtained 

confirming the formation of hydrogen bond upon binding curcumin with PLGA 

molecules (See Figure 11A).  
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Figure 11 zeta potential values for Curcumin, PLGA, and PDDA and their mixture. 

 

Similar results was obtained by Meesaragandla et al, where the mixture of the 

negatively charge humane serum albumin with the negatively charged PEG-NH2 coated 

NPs results in an increase in the overall positive potential. Such unexpected behavior 

was related to the formation of hydrogen bonding between these molecules90.  

With respect to PDDA polymer which is positively charged (+47.09 mV), a 

decrease in its charge was obtained upon mixing it with curcumin (See Figure 11B). 

This decrease in the surface charge confirms the hydrophobic interaction between these 

molecules.  
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D. Conclusion 

In summary, different sample with varying PLGA and PDDA concentration 

were prepared in presence of fixed curcumin concentration. The emission spectra were 

obtained for these samples at three different temperatures (298.15, 308.15, and 318.15 

K) at 425 nm excitation wavelength.  

Starting from these data the Modified Stern-Volmer plot was obtained at room 

temperature and the binding constant of PLGA and PDDA with Curcumin was 

estimated to be 119.67 and 30.39 g/L respectively.  

Thermodynamic parameters were calculated using Van't Hoff equation. Based 

on the obtained values, it was concluded that curcumin binds to PLGA through 

hydrogen bonding and van der waals interaction, while PDDA interacts with curcumin 

through hydrophobic interactions.  

Moreover, binding of curcumin with PDDA is further encouraged in the 

presence of PLGA. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A NOVEL STUDY ON THE SELF-ASSEMBLY BEHAVIOR 

OF POLY (LACTIC-CO-GLYCOLIC ACID) PROBED BY 

CURCUMIN FLUORESCENCE 
 

A. Introduction  

Micellization can occur above a certain concentration of polymer known as 

critical micellar concentration and above a certain temperature known as critical 

micellar temperature91-92. When in aqueous solution, the associate hydrophobic group 

and the hydrophilic group are left exposed to the solvent, the structure is known in this 

case as “normal” micelle93.  

However, in nonpolar solvent, the hydrophilic group is poorly solvated. This 

results in the formation of the interior of the aggregate, and the hydrophobic group 

surrounds therefore the formed polar core which is responsible of the solubility of the 

aggregate. Thereby, the formed structure is denoted as a “Reverse Micelles”93. Indeed, 

in non-polar solvents, the CMC value is not well defined as in aqueous medium because 

the aggregation number of reverse micelles is small which make its determination 

difficult93.   

In this manner, different methods were established in the literature for the 

aim of studying the CMC and CMT changes in block copolymers. Some of these 

methods comprise Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy technique (FTIR)94, 

surface tension measurements95, DPH solubilization method96, surface plasmon 

resonance97, and fluorescence probing98. In the latter method, pyrene molecules were 

always used and have proved to be a powerful tool as a fluorescence probe. In fact, 
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pyrene is lethal to the kidneys and liver. It is also known that pyrene molecule affects 

numerous existing functions in fish and algae. Thus, it was the need to find relative 

fluorescence molecule having less toxic effects99. For this purpose, curcumin is 

being developed to be used as fluorescence probe for the determination of the 

polymer’s physical properties.  

Hence, in this study, curcumin was utilized as an external fluorescence probe 

in order to understand the self-assembly behavior of PLGA. To the best of our 

knowledge, till present the physical properties of PLGA are not well studied and 

published.  

 

B. Materials and methods 

1. Sample Preparation  

a.  CMC sample preparation 

A stock solution of PLGA (1.8 mg/mL) was prepared in acetone-water mixture. 

Likewise, a stock solution of 1 mM curcumin (m=1.105 mg) was dissolved in methanol. 

Subsequently, dilutions were made as desired. The CMC study was investigated by 

substituting the acetone-water mixture with chloroform, and the effect of sodium 

chloride salt was also established.  

For this purpose, fluorescence measurements for 10 samples of different 

PLGA’s concentration in the range of 0-0.54 g/L were conducted. Curcumin’s 

concentration was maintained constant at 2 μM in all the samples.  

To study the effect of salt on the CMC of PLGA, sodium chloride’s 

concentration was increased from 10 to 50 and then 150 mM.  
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To prove the effectiveness of curcumin as fluorescence probe the CMC study 

was conducted using pyrene as a fluorescence probe instead of curcumin.  

 

b. CMT sample preparation 

For the CMT study, one sample was prepared where the PLGA and curcumin 

concentrations were maintained fixed at 0.48g/L and 2 μM respectively.  

Fluorescence measurements for this sample were done by varying the 

temperature from 10C to 80C with 5C increments.   

 

c. Quenching study  

For quenching experiment, PLGA and curcumin concentrations were kept 

constant at 0.48 g/L and 2µM respectively.  

As for using KI as quencher the concentrations used were 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 1 

M. As for CPB, the concentration used were as follow; 0, 50, 100, 200, 500, 800 and 

1000 µM. 

 

C. Results and discussion 

The CMC and CMT experiments, in addition to the quenching study, were 

established by measuring the emission intensity of curcumin at ex = 425 nm in the 

emission range 440-700 nm. 

 

1. Self-assembly and critical micelle concentration 

Even though micellization is a spontaneous process, it only begins above a 

certain concentration of the polymer known as the critical micellar concentration 

(CMC), at a fixed temperature. To determine this concentration, several physical 
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properties such as surface tension, electrical conductivity, or osmotic pressure can be 

tracked as a function of polymer concentration100. To examine the CMC of PLGA, 

curcumin was used as a fluorescence probe to study the aggregation behavior of PLGA.  

The emission intensity of curcumin in the presence of different PLGA 

concentrations was measured at room temperature, excited at ex=425 nm in the 

emission range of 440-700 nm. It is commendable to note that the fluorescence 

emission intensity for a sample containing only PLGA polymer was measured and 

found to be negligible. It was found that the error is within 10%, meaning that the 

fluorescence is only due to curcumin’s presence.  

As shown in Figure 12A, the emission spectra of curcumin showed a peak at 

~498 nm after excitation at 425 nm. A blue shift from ~ 545 nm (in absence of polymer) 

to ~ 496 nm was observed at higher concentrations of PLGA. The change in the 

fluorescence intensity at 498 nm with increase in PLGA concentration is shown in 

Figure 12B. It is obvious that the emission intensity of curcumin increases in two 

different ways. In the beginning, the emission intensity increases rapidly to a certain 

concentration, where it continued to increase; thus with smaller slope. Such break in the 

fluorescence intensity vs the PLGA concentration can be attributed to the 

aggregation/micellization of PLGA. 

Therefore, it resembles the CMC value which is estimated to be ~0.310.01 g/L. 

The observed blue shift and the increase in the fluorescence intensity indicate that 

curcumin experiences a more nonpolar environment in the formed PLGA micelles. This 

signifies the incorporation of curcumin into the hydrophobic core of PLGA micelles.
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Figure 12 Fluorescence emission spectra of curcumin at different concentrations of 

PLGA (B) Fluorescence intensity of curcumin at λem = 498 nm versus concentration of 

PLGA 

 

To prove the efficiency of curcumin as a fluorescence probe in the determination 

of the CMC value, same experiment was carried out using pyrene as a fluorescence 

probe. The results are depicted in figure 13. It is clear, that the increase in the emission 

intensity of pyrene was similar to the enhancement of the fluorescence intensity of 

curcumin. Hence, when using pyrene the CMC value was equal to 0.330.01 g/L. This 

value is almost equivalent to the CMC value obtained using curcumin. These results 
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prove the efficiency of curcumin as a fluorescent probe in the determination of the 

polymer’s physical properties.  
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Figure 13 Fluorescence emission spectra of pyrene at different concentrations of PLGA. 

 

2. Self-assembly and critical micelle temperature 

Due to the strong dependence of the CMC on temperature, the concept of the 

CMT has been extensively used101. Temperature induces a crucial effect on the 

micellization process, thus we decided to evaluate the CMT of PLGA at a concentration 

(0.48 g/L) that exceeded the CMC value of PLGA (0.31 g/L) obtained in above 

mentioned CMC experiment.  

The representative fluorescence spectra of the PLGA solution at a concentration 

of 0.48 g/L were recorded at different temperatures over the range 10-80°C. As shown 

in Figure 14A the emission intensity decreases with the increase of the temperature. The 

maximum of the emission intensity at 482 vs the temperature is depicted in Figure 14 B. 

In fact, at low temperature two essential aspects were present. On the first hand, PLGA 
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did not associate in aqueous solution and on the other hand curcumin was not 

solubilized in a hydrophobic environment.  
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Figure 14 (A) Fluorescence spectra of PLGA solution C = 0.48 g/L at various 

temperatures in the range of 10-80 °C and (B) Plot of maximum fluorescence intensity 

vs the temperature. 

 

Therefore, the fluorescence intensity was strong. Thus, at high temperature, the 

formation of micelles is encouraged inducing the solubilization of curcumin in the 

hydrophobic micelle interior. Hence, the entrapment of curcumin in the hydrophobic 

core of the PLGA polymer, diminish the emission intensity of curcumin. Therefore, we 

can say that there is a distinct temperature at which fluorescence intensity decline 
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dramatically indicating the aggregation of PLGA into micelles. This break point can 

therefore be allocated   as CMT. In this case, it was obtained at 25 ° C. 

 

3. Effect of NaCl salt on the CMC of PLGA.  

To study the effect of ionic strength on the interaction of curcumin with PLGA, 

different concentrations of NaCl were used. The examined concentrations were 10, 50, 

150 mM. The fluorescence intensity of curcumin was monitored at 498 nm for each 

NaCl concentration in the presence of different PLGA concentrations as shown in 

Figure 15A-C. 

In the absence of NaCl the CMC value was equal to 0.31 g/L. Hence, the CMC 

value was lowered by around two folds from 0.31 to 0.14 g/L as the NaCl concentration 

reaches 150 mM (See Figure 12D). 

Certainly, this change in the CMC value was expected, as it is widely found in 

earlier comparable studies that NaCl drops the CMC value of the polymer. Hence, a 

study conducted by Desai et al. showed similar results when using pluronic polymer. In 

fact, the presence of sodium chloride had boosted the hydrophobicity in PPO moiety 

and thereby lowered  the hydrophilicity of PEO moiety, leading to the formation of 

micelles at low concentration95.  

Consequently, the reduction in the CMC value in the presence of NaCl salt 

induces the enhancement of micelles formation. Hence, in our case NaCl is pushing 

out the PLGA polymer from the aqueous phase, thus improving the micelle 

formation. This latter effect of NaCl salt is known as salting-out effect100. 
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Figure 15 Fluorescence intensity of curcumin at λem =498 nm plotted versus 

concentration of PLGA in the presence of (A) 10 mM; (B) 50 mM; (C) 150mM NaCl 

and (D) Change in CMC value with increased concentration of NaCl. 

 

 

4.  Solvent effect on CMC values 

To study the effect of solvent on the micellization of the polymer, this 

experiment was repeated while dissolving PLGA in an organic non-polar solvent which 

is chloroform.  

To understand the interaction of PLGA with curcumin in the presence of 

chloroform, various concentrations of PLGA were prepared in the range of 0-0.54 g/L, 

where curcumin’s concentration was remained constant at 2 M. 

As shown in Figure 16, the emission intensity of curcumin increased 

proportionally within the increase in the PLGA concentration until it reaches a 

maximum at 0.33 g/L, then it starts to decrease gradually. This maximum concentration 

is related to the CMC value that was equal to 0.33 g/L. The CMC value found in the 

presence of chloroform was almost equal to the CMC value obtained when dissolving 

the PLGA in water-acetone mixture. Thus, the main difference was in the change in the 
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emission intensity, where a decrease in emission intensity was observed above the CMC 

value when using chloroform.  
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Figure 16 Fluorescence emission spectra of curcumin at different concentrations of 

PLGA in the presence of chloroform 

 

Indeed, as PLGA concentration increases a greater number of PLGA molecules 

start coming together and bind to curcumin in solution. Such assembly process helps the 

hydrophobic long chain group to associate with curcumin and improves its 

fluorescence. And so, the fluorescence intensity continued to increase with the increase 

of the polymer concentration until 0.33 g/L and start to decrease for C > 0.33 g/L. This 

change in the emission intensity reveals that the assembly of PLGA ultimately creates 

aggregation or a structure similar to reversed micelle. However, here we talk about an 

aggregated form where the solvent enhances the formation of a reversed micelle, 

meaning that the outside environment is highly hydrophobic, and the core is being 

hydrophilic or less non-polar (See Figure 17A&B).  
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Figure 17 (A) normal structure of micelle and (B) reverse micelle structure. 

 

In fact, due to the presence of phenolic and enolic groups in curcumin molecule, 

curcumin prefers an environment of a regular micelle (hydrophobic core). Hence, the 

increase in the hydrophilicity of the micelles core diminishes the fluorescence. This is 

due to the fact that the fluorescence of curcumin is decreased in polar medium 

compared to non-polar medium. Nonetheless, this kind of interaction is not observed in 

aqueous environment when water is used as a solvent for PLGA. 

 

5.  Quenching study 

To gain an insight about the accessibility of curcumin into the PLGA micelle, 

fluorescence quenching experiments were conducted.   
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For this purpose, KI and CPB quenchers were used. In fact, CPB is a 

hydrophobic quencher, its ion (cetryl pyridinium ion (CPy+) is an electron acceptor 

which quenches the fluorescence of probe molecules by electron transfer mechanism 

102. Thus, KI is a hydrophilic quencher, due to its negatively I- that prefers to stay in the 

aqueous phase100, 103. 

Hence, the fluorescence intensity of curcumin was measured at different 

concentration of both quenchers. The fluorescence quenching of curcumin was 

measured using Stern-Volmer relationship under steady state conditions 104 : 

F0/F= 1 + Ksv[Q] 

where I0 and I are the fluorescent intensity in the absence and present of the quencher 

molecule, respectively, and Ksv is the Stern-Volmer quenching constant.   

As shown, in Figure 18A&B the fluorescence intensity of curcumin decreases as 

the concentration of KI and CPB quenchers increases and the maximuim emission 

wavelength was almost unaltered. Actually, when using CPB, curcumin acts as an 

electron donor, where electron in the excited state is transferred from its aromatic ring 

to electron deficient N+-atom of CPB 104.  
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Figure 18 Fluorescence emission spectra of curcumin in PLGA polymer at (A) various 

CPB concentrations; (B) various KI concentrations 

 

Therefore, the CPB tail intercalates into the hydrophobic part of PLGA micelles 

and remains at the Stern layer with its charged moiety exposed at the surface. Thus, if 

curcumin that is present in PLGA micelle is aligned parallel to the hydrophobic part of 

CPB, the interaction between curcumin and pyridinium ion will be favored. This is in 

agreement to what is reported earlier when curcumin is encapsulated in liposomes105-106. 

Hence, when the electron transfer process occurs, curcumin leaks the hydrophobic 

pocket of PLGA into the aqueous phase, thus leading to the decrease in the intensity of 

Curcumin.   

Stern-volmer plots in the presence of CPB and KI are depicted in Figure 19 

A&B respectively. The Stern-Volmer quenching constant of curcumin by CPB was 

found to be 0.00125 µM-1 and it is similar to the value obtained when curcumin is 

quenched by CPB in F108 polymers 100.  
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Figure 19 (A) Stern−Volmer plot at various concentrations of CPB; (B) Stern−Volmer 

plot at various concentrations of KI  

 

Similarly, curcumin was quenched by KI, but the Stern-Volmer constant was 

equal to 1.55608x10-6 µM-1, smaller than that of CPB. This interaction with iodide may 

results from the hydrogen bonding present between PLGA and Curcumin. Also,  this 

interaction may be due to a reductive quenching where electron transfer from Iodide ion  

to the excited state of curcumin is taking place, thus  forming radical anion.Therefore, 

curcumin encapsulated inside the PLGA micelle is greatly quenched by the hydrophobic 
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quencher CPB compared with the iodide quencher. This also confirms that curcumin is 

positioned in the hydrophobic pocket of the micelle at the stern layer (See Figure 20). 

 

 

 
Figure 20 schematic representation of curcumin quenching in the presence of CPB. 

 

D. Conclusion  

To sum up, curcumin was utilized as a fluorescence probe to determine the 

CMC and CMT of PLGA, which were found to be 0.33 g/L and 25 °C, respectively. 

Curcumin was also used to study the effect of adding NaCl salt to the CMC value. It 

was found that the increase in NaCl concentrations reduced the CMC by around two 

folds from 0.25 to 0.14 g/L as the NaCl concentration reaches 150 mM. This is due to 

the salting out effect. The effect of solvent on the aggregation behavior of the PLGA 

polymer was studied using chloroform, it was found that the polymer aggregate at 

similar concentration as in acetone-water mixture. However, the main difference was in 

aggregation behavior where reverse micelles are obtained in chloroform instead of 

normal micelles. Finally, in order to determine the position of curcumin in PLGA 

micelles, fluorescence quenching experiment was conducted using two quenchers; KI 

and CPB. Based on the obtained results, it was concluded that curcumin is located near 

the hydrophobic pocket of Stern-layer of PLGA micelle. 
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CHAPTER V 

CURCUMIN-PLGA BASED NANOCAPSULE FOR 

SPECTROSCOPIC DETECTION OF DOPAMINE 
 

 

A. Introduction 

The aim of nanocapsules formation is to ensure the entrapment of a specific drug 

into the membrane of phospholipids, or micelles. The drug encapsulation will help the 

drug to get through the exact target. Curcumin is being combined to nanomaterials to 

design effective nanosensors for the detection of specific analytes. For example, 

liposomal curcumin nanocapsules in the presence of PDDA polymer were used to detect 

ATP molecule 107. In addition, a study conducted by Beshnak et al. has proven the 

efficiency of curcumin/F-108 polymeric nanocapsules in the detection of nucleic acid 

108.  

Many researches had been done on the incorporation of curcumin into PLGA 

based nanocapsules. Studies showed that PLGA- CUR nanocapsules have a spherical 

shape109. Hence, it was confirmed that the loading of curcumin in PLGA could increase 

the bioavailability of curcumin110. Due to the biodegradable nature of PLGA, it 

enhances the biocompatibility of curcumin111. Also, the solubility of curcumin is greatly 

enhanced upon encapsulation111.The antioxidant properties do not alter with long term 

storage of PLGA- CUR nanocapsules112.  

Dopamine is a catecholamine neurotransmitter in nervous, cardiovascular and 

hormonal systems, plays an important role as an extracellular chemical messenger 113-

114. Many diseases result from disorder in the level of dopamine. Low level of dopamine 

causes sleeping disorders, schizophrenia, Huntington’s and Parkinson’s diseases 114. 
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Whereas, high dopamine level leads to cardiotoxicity which is accompanied with 

hypertension, drug addiction, increased heart rate and heart failure 115.  Developing 

techniques for the detection of dopamine play a significant role in increasing the 

efficiency of finding suitable treatments. Many methods have been developed for the 

determination of dopamine including surface plasmon resonance, fluorescence, 

chemiluminescence, photoelectrochemical sensor, high-performance, liquid 

chromatography, in addition to electrochemical methods 113, 116. These methods suffer 

from low selectivity, the necessity of big amount of samples, long time manipulation, 

etc. For this reason, it was necessary to find a simple method to detect dopamine with 

high selectivity and sensitivity.  

In this work, curcumin molecules were entrapped into PLGA polymer, and 

coated with poly diallyl dimethyl ammonium chloride (PDDA) polymer in order to 

increase its stability and bioactivity. Hence, the produced nanocapsules will be utilized 

as fluorescent probe for sensitive and selective detection of dopamine. 

 

B. Methods of preparation 

1. Sample preparation for dopamine detection 

A stock solution of 10 mM of dopamine was prepared by dissolving 15.3 mg in 

10 mL of double distilled water. Several solutions were prepared with concentrations in 

the range of 0 to 5 mM. As per investigating the interference, several concentrations of 

tryptophan, adenine, uracil, guanine, cytosine, melamine, glutathione, cystine, 

kreatinine, tyrosine, silymarin were measured at a concentration equal to 5 mM. All the 

experiments were done by keeping the concentration of PLGA-Cur-PDDA NCs 

constant in a total volume of 3 mL. 
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C. Results and Discussion 

1. Characterization of PLGA CUR--PDDA NCs 

Curcumin loaded PLGA nanocapsules were successfully synthesized by solid-

in-oil-in water (s/o/w) emulsion technique. This method relays on the fact that the active 

ingredient (curcumin) is encapsulated as a solid and added to an oil phase (PLGA in 

chloroform), which formed a solid-oil dispersion. Therefore, in order to enhance the 

drug absorption, the dispersion is mixed with water to form a continuous phase 117. In 

the beginning, the formed NCs were characterized using SEM and compared with free 

curcumin. As depicted in Figure 21A, the nanocapsules were present in spherical shape. 

However, CUR alone (aggregated solid form) has a rod-like structure (See Figure 21B). 

Thus the change in morphology from rod-like to spherical shape indicates and ensures 

the formation of nanocapsules. 
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Figure 21 SEM image of (A) PLGA-CUR--PDDA NCs and (B) pure curcumin 

 

Furthermore, the surface charge of PLGA- CUR-PDDA nanocapsule was 

investigated through zeta potential analysis. Interistingly, the formed nanocapsules were 

positively charged with a value equal to + 10.07 mV (See Figure 22). This is mainly due 

to the presence of ammonium NH4+ in the PDDA molecules which was adsorbed on 

the outer layer of the PLGA-CUR NCs causing their stabilization and thus leading to 

the production of positively charged PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs. 

A A 

B 
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Figure 22 Zeta potential analysis of PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs 

 

Moreover, the UV-Visible spectrum was established for curcumin and the 

produced nanocapsules as shown in Figure 23. Curcumin absorbs prominently in the 

UV-visible region around 426 nm (S0⟶S1 transition). However, absorption of PLGA- 

CUR-PDDA NCs appears at 469 nm. Thus, the identification of absorption 469 nm 

makes it easier for establishing the formation of PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs in the 

solution. In addition, it is remarkable that a sharp and strong absorption peak was 

obtained for PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs. Meaning that, all the curcumin was 

encapsulated into the core shell of the PLGA polymer, thereby the absence of free 

curcumin in the formed NCs.  
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Figure 23 UV-Visible spectra of pure curcumin and PLGA-CUR-PDDA NCs 

 

Furthermore, the successful production of nanocapsules was verified through the 

fluoresence emission spectra. As shown in Figure 24, a blue shift was occurred when 

curcumin is being entrapped in the core shell of the PLGA polymer. In fact, the 

nanocapsules emits at = 510 nm and NCs emits at = 555 nm. This shift is due to the 

incorporation of curcumin inside the PLGA forming smaller nanocapsules. Also, this 

can be related to the hydrophobic environment caused by the  PLGA polymer. Is 

experiencing more non polar environment due to the hydrophobic part of plga oymer 
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Figure 24 Fluorescence spectra of pure curcumin and PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs. 

 

To further establish the physical characteristic  of the nanocapsules, PLGA- 

CUR-PDDA NCs and curcumin were analyzed by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) technique. 

The diffractograms of curcumin and  nanocapsules are illustrated in Figure 25. The 

main characteristic peaks of curcumin  appeared at diffraction angles of 2Ө equal to 

8.06°, 9.20°, 12.46°, 14.95°, 17.75°, 19.8°, 23.7°, 24.6°, and 26.5° revealing the 

crystalline form of curcmin 118. Yet, as it is shown in the diffractogram of the 

nanocapsules, these peaks were completely absent. Hence, this confirms the 

encapsulation of curcumin  inside the core shell of the PLGA polymer, inducing the 

formation of amorphous nanocapsules.  
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Figure 25 X-Ray diffractogram of pure curcumin and PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs. 

 

Finally, thermogravimetric analysis was performed  to assess the stability of the 

prepared Nanocapsules. As shown in Figure 26, around 200°C the weight losss pattern 

of raw curcumin occurs, where it loses around 65 % of its mass between 200 and 

560°C.  Hence, a gradual decrease in the mass of curcumin was obtained within the 

increase of the temperature. Consequently, for PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs  no weight loss 

was observed around 100 °C, this assures that the synthesized NCs are dehydrated. 

However, the weight loss of PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs  was observed around 300°C, 

after which it shows  a sharp weight loss that ends at ~400°C. In this temperature range, 

86% weight loss was observed. This difference in the degradation pattern means that the 

temperature over which curcumin is stable has been increased. Therefore,  curcumin 

gained extra stability when encapsulated inside the nanocapsules. Same degradation 

pattern of PLGA was obtained with Mathew et al.  Accordingly, we can conclude that 

PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs follows the same degradation pattern of PLGA.  
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Figure 26 thermogravimetric analysis of pure curcumin and PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs. 

 

2. Dopamine detection  

Nanomaterials are well recognized to own outstanding electrical, optical, 

thermal, catalytic properties and strong mechanical strength, which offer great chances 

to build nanomaterials-based probes 119. Based on these facts, the formed PLGA- CUR-

PDDA NCs were used as nanoprobe for the detection of dopamine.  

First of all, PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs were mixed with 1 mM of dopamine and 

the emission intensity of was measured. Interestingly, a remarkable decrease was 

noticed accompanied with a red shift (See Figure 27A). Based on this, several solutions 

were prepared with different dopamine’s concentration in the range from 10 M to 5 

mM. As presented in Figure 27B, the emission intensity of the nanocapsules decreases 

within the increase in dopamine’s concentration. However, at high concentration of 

dopamine, higher than 1 mM, a remarkable red shift occurred from 504 nm to 531 nm, 

meaning that curcumin is being presented in the polar region. Thus, when varying the 

concentration from 10-500 M, the emission intensity decreases slightly. This decrease 

can be due to the binding of the negatively charged dopamine, to the positively charged 
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NCs. However, the enhancement of dopamine’s concentration leads to an effective 

fluorescence quenching. Therefore, dopamine molecules are excluding curcumin from 

the core of the polymer to the aqueous solution.  
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Figure 27 Emission intensity of PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs in the presence of (A) 1 mM 

of dopamine and (B) several concentration of dopamine in the range of 10 M to 5 mM. 

 

 

During fluorescence intensity reduction, the quenching efficiency can be 

symbolized as (I0‐I)/I0, where I0 and I represent the fluorescence intensity of curcumin 

in the NCs in the absence and presence of dopamine. Hence, the Stern-Volmer  

quenching constant (Ksv) can be found using Stern‐Volmer equation: 

I0/I=Ksv x Cdopamine + 1 
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In this case, the plot between I0/I and the concentration of dopamine showed a 

good linear relationship (with R2=0.9951) in a wide concentration range from 0 to 5 

mM (See Figure 28). Moreover, the Stern ‐Volmer equation can be fitted as: I0/I= 

0.96441×Cdopamine +1, while Ksv was found to be 0.96 mM-1, equal to the slope value of 

the linear fit. Consequently, the Ksv value is considered large which confirms the 

binding between dopamine and curcumin.  

Hence, the detection of dopamine was done in the range of 0.01 mM – 5 mM, 

with a limit of detection equal to 23 M. The efficiency of the method was compared to 

previous study in the literature (See Table 5).  
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Figure 28 Linear correlation of I0/I of PLGA- CUR-PDDA vs. concentration of 

dopamine. 
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Method used Concentration 

range  

LOD  Interference Reference 

FRET between acridine 

orange and CuO NPs 
1-40 M 40 nM Ascorbic acid, uric 

acid, glucose, 

tryptophan and 

acetaminophen 

120 

A simple and 

convenient fluorescent 

strategy based on 

graphene quantum dots 

0.5‐120 μM 0.16 

μM 

 

NaCl, KCl, CaCl2, 

glucose, cysteine, 

ascorbic acid, 

epinephrine 

121 

Calorimetric detection 

using microfluidic 

paper 

0.5‐4.75 μM 0.37 

μM 

Ascorbic acid, uric 

acid 

122 

Calorimetric detection 

using gold 

nanoparticles 

0.5‐10 μM 0.2 

μM 

Amino acids, 

glucose, ascorbic 

acid, uric acid 

122 

FRET between PLGA-

Cur-PDDA 

0.01-5 mM 23 μM Tryptophan, 

adenine, uracil, 

guanine, cytosine, 

melamine, 

glutathione, 

cystine, Kreatinine, 

tyrosine, silymarin 

Our work 

Table 5 Method used to detect dopamine 

 

To prove the efficiency and the role of the nanocapsule, a control experiment 

was handled in the presence of curcumin alone and dopamine in aqueous solution. 

Interestingly, I0/I of curcumin remain constant in the presence of different dopamine’s 

concentration (See Figure 29). These results reveal the role of the encapsulation of 

curcumin into the core of PLGA polymer in the presence of PDDA layer.   
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Figure 29 Selectivity of PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs for the detection of dopamine 

compared to free curcumin. 

 

Furthermore, the assessment of the selectivity and specificity of the PLGA-Cur-

PDDA NCs toward dopamine detection was attained by measuring the fluorescence 

emission of the NCs in the presence of other interference molecules such as tryptophan, 

melamine, adenine, etc. These molecules were selected because they own comparable 

structures to that of dopamine, so they can typically interfere in dopamine detection. 

Thus, in Figure 30 it is obvious that increasing the concentration of the different 

molecules had no significant change in the fluorescence signal of the nanocapsules. 

These results confirm the strong quenching between dopamine and curcumin in the 

nanocapsules. 
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Figure 30 Ratio of emission intensity (I/I0) of PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs for different 

species. 

 

Moreover, the stability of the proposed system was done by measuring the 

fluorescence emission intensity within 1 hour in the presence and absence of dopamine. 

Hence, within 1 hour I0/I remain constant revealing the stability of the proposed 

nanoprobe in the detection of dopamine (See Figure 31).  
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Figure 31 Plot of I/I0 of PLGA- CUR-PDDA with time in the absence and presence of 

dopamine. 

Finally, to test the applicability, the analytical recovery of three unknown 

samples was estimated by using the obtained fitted calibration curve. The obtained 
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results where summarized in Table 6.  The percent of recovery of dopamine was 

obtained to be between 98.75 and 100.5 % (n=3). 

 

 Theoretical 

concentration (mM) 

Experimental 

concentration (mM) 

Recovery (%) 

Sample 1 0.03  0.0298 99.3  

Sample 2 0.4  0.402 100.5 

Sample 3 4 3.95 98.75 

Table 6 Recovery percentage of the proposed method 

 

D. Conclusion 

In Summary, curcumin loaded PLGA nanocapsules were successfully coated by 

poly(diallyldimethylammonium)chloride (PDDA) polymer . The formed PLGA-Cur-

PDDA NCs were used to develop a new nanosensing scheme for determination of 

dopamine. The binding constant was estimated using the stern-volmer equation to be 

around 0.96 mM. This value confirms the binding between dopamine and Curcumin, 

releaving the efficiency of the nanocapsule as nanoprobe to detect dopamine. Based on 

this method, no interference from other biological and chemical analogues was 

observed, confirming the selectivity of the proposed nanoprobe. Finally, the method 

gave a detection limit of 23 μM and works well in the concentration range up to 5 mM.   
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CHAPTER VI 

ASSESS ANTIVIRAL POTENTIAL OF CURCUMIN 

NANOPARTICLES AGAINST INFLUENZA A INFECTION 
This work was done by Dr. Nadia Soudani in  Dr. Hassan Zaraket lab in DTS 

department, their help is much appreciated. 

 

A.  Introduction 

 The advancement in nanotechnology has enabled the formulation  of 

nanoparticles, and polymeric nanoparticles  that can be utilized  to encapsulate 

Curcumin123. This could overcome its limitation by improving its sustained release to 

target diseased cells, enhancing  its bioavailability, avoiding it from degradation or 

metabolism, and increasing its therapeutic potential124. Polymeric nanoparticles are 

biocompatible and biodegradable and have been established as drug delivery vehicle  

and have important properties like better encapsulation of compounds to protect and 

deliver them efficiently 125. One of the used polymer is Poly lactic-co-glycolic acid 

(PLGA).  

In fact, Influenza A virus (IAV) is a major human respiratory pathogen causing 

annual epidemics as well as periodic pandemics126. Several medicines were synthesized 

to diminish the effect of IAV such as amantadine, oseltamivir, and zanamivir. Hence, 

these drugs are known to have several and severe side effect. Consequently, it was 

necessary to find an agent that quashes its ability to replicate and, henceforth, hinders its 

ability to proliferate with minimal side effects.  

Curcumin has showed an exceptional antiviral activity against several 

deseases53. For this reason, curcumin was selected as a safer drug against Influenza A 
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virus. Hence, curcumin was encapsulated in the core of PLGA polymer and its antiviral 

activity was evaluated against IAV. 

 

B.  Material and Methods  

1.   Drug loading and encapsulation efficiency 

After centrifugation, the absorbance of the obtained supernatant was measured 

using UV-Vis spectrophotometry at λ = 428 nm. The % encapsulation efficiency was 

calculated using the following formula127: 

% EE= 
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏− 𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒇𝒓𝒆𝒆 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏 𝒊𝒏 𝒔𝒖𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒏𝒂𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒕 

𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏
 ×  𝟏𝟎𝟎 

For the drug loading, the mass of the dried nanocapsules was measured after 

freeze drying the washed precipitate 24 hours and. The % Drug loading (DL) was 

calculated based on the following formula127: 

% DL = 
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒂𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒐𝒃𝒕𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒏𝒂𝒏𝒐𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆𝒔 
×  𝟏𝟎𝟎 

Finally, the % yield of the synthesized nanocapsules was calculated by the 

formula: 

% yield = 
𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒐𝒃𝒕𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒏𝒂𝒏𝒐𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆𝒔 

𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏+𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝑷𝑳𝑮𝑨 𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒅 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒔𝒊𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝑵𝑷𝒔
 ×  𝟏𝟎𝟎 

 

 

2. Culture of Influenza A virus cells 

Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK, ATCC) and human lung adenocarcinoma 

epithelial cell line (A549, ATCC) were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's 

Medium-high glucose supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 5% of 100 

U/ml penicillin-streptomycin and maintained in 5% CO2 at 37°C. 
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3. Cytotoxicity study by MTT Assay 

To study the antiviral activity of Curcumin loaded into PLGA nanocapsules, 

small amounts of the latter have to be examined for cytotoxicity. For this purpose, the 

effect of C6-ceramide and the drugs used to inhibit ceramide biosynthesis on the 

viability of A549 cells were assessed using the 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-

diphenyltetrazolium (MTT) assay.  Briefly, A549 cells were treated with increasing 

concentrations of the nanocapsules (10, 16, 20, and 40 μM). All the cells were cultured 

in 96-well culture plates at a density of 2×104 cells/well. These Cells were treated with 

FB (50 µM) and/or Myr (0.1 µM) or with increasing concentrations of C6-ceramide (10, 

20, and 30 µM). After incubation (48 hrs), 20 μl of MTT reagent was added to each 

well and incubated for 2 h at 37°C. Then, the supernatant was eliminated and the purple 

formazan crystals obtained by the reduction of MTT by the viable cells were solubilized using 

100 µl of isopropanol. Finally, the absorbance was recorded using spectrophotometer at a 

wavelength of 595 nm (259). 

 

4. Plaque Reduction for virus titration  

Virus titers were established using plaque assay in MDCK cells, as previously 

described126. Briefly, 10-fold serial dilutions of the virus were prepared. The 

homogeneously confluent monolayers of MDCK cells, seeded at 7 × 105 cells per well 

in 6-well tissue culture plates, were washed twice with PBS++  in the next day. Then, 

10-fold serial dilutions of the virus were prepared. Each well were infected with 200 μl 

of the virus and incubated at 37°C for 1 h, with tender shaking every 15 min. Then, the 

virus was detached by aspirator, and the monolayers were shielded with a nutritive 

medium containing 0.5% of freshly prepared agarose and 1 μg/ml TPCK-trypsin. The 
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nutritive overlay was composed of VIM prepared at double concentration (2x) to which 

an equal volume of 1% agarose was added. The agarose was dissolved by heating in the 

microwave, cooled, then both agarose and 1 µg/ml TPCK-trypsin were added to the 2x 

media. After incubating the dishes at 37°C for 72 h, the agar overlay was removed, and 

the cells were stained with crystal violet solution. Finally, the plaques were counted. 

 

C.  Results and Discussion  

1.  Encapsulation efficiency and drug loading of PLGA- CUR-NCs 

The absorbance of the decanted supernatent obtained after the centrifugation 

step in the synthesis of the nanocapsules was measured . Then, the  mass of free 

curcumin was calculated. The %EE of synthesized nanoparticle was 90.21%. This 

encapsulation effeciency is considered high and compatible with other value found in 

the literature128-129. This result in such drug carrier particles can lead to a stronger 

therapeutic effect along with reduced side effect130. One of the important properties in 

nanomedicine is % DL of the entrapped drug which is curcumin in this case. The 

calculated %DL was 24.4%. Regarding the % yeild, it was found to be 40.04%.  

 

2. MTT assay and Plaque reduction results  

The MTT assay is a colorimetric assay used to measure cellular metabolic 

activity as an indicator of cell viability, proliferation and cytotoxicity. It is based on the 

ability of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate  (NADPH)-dependent 

cellular  oxidoreductase enzymes to reduce the tetrazolium dye  MTT to its insoluble 

formazan131.  
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Thus MTT reflects the number of viable cells. Cytotoxicity assessments 

preceding the performance of antiviral evaluations are indispensable to determine the 

concentration limits to be used in the next step, that a useful substance should exhibit 

minimal toxicity against the host132.  

As shown in Figure 32, MTT result showed that up  to  a concentration of 20 

µM of  the Curcumin nanoparticles is well tolerated by A549 cells with cell death< 20 

%.  

 

 

Figure 32 MTT assays of PLGA-Cur-PDDA NCs towards A549 cells 

 

The antiviral activity against influenza A virus propagated in the A549 cell 

culture was evaluated through the use of plaque reduction assay. The concentrations of 

drug that reduce the number of virus-infected cells by 50% (EC50) was evaluated by 

using plaque reduction assay. Based on the results summarized in Figure 33, the EC50 

is estimated to be 10 nM. 
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Figure 33 Plaque reduction of PLGA-Cur-PDDA NCs towards A549 cells 

 

Treating infected PR8 cells with 10 µM curcumin nanoparticles lead to a 

reduction in the plaque size compared to infected non-treated PR8 cells as shown in 

Figure 34. This can be related to several reasons including Mutations in NA, low fitness 

clones, slower rate of increase during many cycles of infection, the slow increase could 

be accounted for by a delay in the formation of infectious virus in each cycle 

accompanied by a simultaneous delay in release, or retarded growth might be related to 

faulty assembly because of incompatibility of virus antigens. 
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Figure 34 Microscopic study of PR8 infected non-treated and PR8 infected treated 

 

D. Conclusion  

In Summary, Curcumin was successfully encapsulated inside PLGA 

nanocapsules. The antiviral activity of Curcumin was examined against the influenza A 

virus. MTT results showed that Curcumin nanocapsules is well tolerated by A549 cells 

with cell death< 20 % up to  a concentration of 20 µM. Results of  plaque reduction 

assay showed that a reduction in the plaque size was obtained upon treating infected 

PR8 cells with 10 µM of Nanocapsules. Furthermore, the EC50 was estimated to be 20 

μM.  
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CHAPTER VII 

EFFECT OF pH AND ADDITION OF MULTILAYERS ON 

THE DRUG RELEASE OF CURCUMIN LOADED PLGA 

NANOCAPSULES 

 

A.  Introduction 

 As nanotechnology has been developed, nano-drug delivery systems has been 

utilized in biomedical applications, including anti-inflammatory, antibacterial, anti-

cancer, and antioxidant applications133.  

In fact, nanoparticles drug delivery systems tend to be very useful for the reason 

of their drug controlled release, their higher intracellular uptake, their capability in 

enhancing the stability of active ingredients, and their ability to target specific sites134-

135. Additional advantages are accompanied with these systems including their high 

encapsulation efficiency, small polymer content, protection of drugs from degradation 

factors such as pH and light135. Nanotechnology-based drug delivery systems have the 

prospective to improve the efficacy of poorly soluble drugs for systemic delivery136. 

Indeed, since the latter half of twentieth century, controlled drug release is one of the 

most looked properties, that the scientific community has been endeavor for 137. 

In recent years, polymeric nanocapsules have gained great interest in drug 

delivery applications,  owing their unique core-shell microstructure138. Actually, the 

encapsulation of drug inside the polymeric shell protect the drug from degradation or 

burst release prompted by the temperature change, pH variations, enzymes, etc138. 

Certainly, polyethylene glycol (PEG), poly(D,L-lactide) (PLA), poly(D,L-glycolide) 

(PLG), and their copolymers poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) are among the most 

used biodegradable polymers for the synthesis of  nanocapsules139. 
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Above all, PLGA has been broadly considered for the development of devices 

for controlled delivery of small molecule drugs, proteins, and further macromolecules in 

research 67, 140. 

For this purpose, several curcumin polymeric nanocapsules using PLGA 

polymers were prepared and established as a drug carrier for curcumin release. 

 

B. Material and Methods  

1.    Preparation of PLGA-Curcumin nanocapsules 

PLGA-Cur nanocapsules were prepared using solid-in-oil-in water (s/o/w) 

emulsion technique141. Breifly, in 1.5 mL chloroform, 45 mg of PLGA were socked for 

24 hours. Then, 5 mg of curcumin was added to the obtained mixture and sonicated for 

1 minute using probe sonicator. The obtained emulsion was added to 20 mL of 

polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride (1% w/v) and the mixture was sonicated for 2 

minutes. In a later step, the solution was stirred for 3 hours at 5000 rpm in order to 

evaporate the chloroform. Finally, the solution was centrifuged at 15 000 rpm and the 

precipitate was washed twice with 10 mL of double distilled water (DDW) and then 

dissolved in 20 mL of DDW for final use. Hence, the precipitate containing the NCs 

was labeled in this case N1 (PLGA-Cur-PDDA). 

On the other hand, other NCs were prepared with the incorporation of the silica 

nanoparticles between two layers of PDDA polymer. For this, 10 mL of LUDOX silica 

nanoparticles (2%) was added to 10 mL of the N1 NCs solution followed by 30 seconds 

sonication. Then the obtained mixture was added to 10 mL PDDA (1% w/v) and 

sonicated again for 30 seconds. Similarly, the solution was stirred and centrifuged at 15 

000 rpm, and the precipitate was dissolved in 20 mL of DDW for final use. In this case, 
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the formed nanocapsules (N2) were consisted of one-layer PLGA, one-layer SiO2 NPs 

and 2 PDDA layers (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2NPs-PDDA).  

Lastly, to prove the efficiency of the cumulative layers, another layer of SiO2 

NPs and PDDA were added. Certainly, to incorporate an additional silica layer, 10 mL 

of N2 solution was taken and mixed with 10 mL of LUDOX silica nanoparticles (2%), 

followed by 30 seconds sonication, and finally mixed with 10 mL PDDA (1% w/v) and 

sonicated again for 30 seconds. Similarly, the solution was stirred and centrifuged at 15 

000 rpm, and the precipitate was dissolved in 20 mL of DDW for final use. In this case 

the obtained nanocapsules (N3) were formed as follow; PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2NPs-

PDDA-SiO2NPs-PDDA. 

 

2.  Drug loading and encapsulation efficiency 

After centrifugation, the supernatant was collected, and its absorbance was 

measured using UV-Vis spectrophotometry at λ = 428 nm. The % encapsulation 

efficiency was calculated using the following formula127: 

% EE= 
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏− 𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒇𝒓𝒆𝒆 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏 𝒊𝒏 𝒔𝒖𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒏𝒂𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒕 

𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏
 ×  𝟏𝟎𝟎 

For the drug loading, the precipitate was freeze dried for 24 hours and the mass 

of the dried nanocapsules was measured. The % Drug loading (DL) was calculated 

based on the following formula127: 

% DL = 
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒂𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒐𝒃𝒕𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒏𝒂𝒏𝒐𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆𝒔 
 ×  𝟏𝟎𝟎 
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C. Results and discussion  

1.  Characterization of the synthesized nanocapsules  

Based on the technique used, primary reactant, surface modifications, etc., the 

nanocapsules can be produced either in different shapes, either in different sizes 140. As 

described in section II.2, three different cases of nanocapsules were prepared by 

modifying their surface. In the 3 cases, the same concentration of curcumin and PLGA 

polymer was used. The main difference was the increase in the external layer of silica 

nanoparticles and PDDA polymer. Remarkably, the increase of layers number induces 

the color change of the NCs, where it turned from pale yellow to dark yellow (See 

Figure 35A-C).  

 

Figure 35 Preparation of three different nanocapsules (A) N1 nanocapsule 

(PLGA-Cur-PDDA); (B) N2 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-

PDDA); (C) N3 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-

PDDA) 
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To check the difference between the 3 nanocapsules, scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) was conducted in the first place. As shown in Figure 36A-C, the 

NCs were obtained in a spherical shape. Hence, the main difference was observed in the 

size where the size of the NCs decreases from 200 nm for N1 nanocapsules, to 100 nm 

for N2 nanocapsules to have at the end 50 nm NCs for N3. In fact, the enhancement of 

the additive layer boosts the formation of smaller and more uniform NCs. Indeed, the 

addition of layers on the surface tends to force the dispersion of curcumin molecules 

into the core of the nanocapsules and thus leading to the formation of smaller 

nanoparticles.  

 

 

B A 

C 
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Figure 36 SEM images for the different polymeric nanocapsules (A) N1 nanocapsule 

(PLGA-Cur-PDDA); (B) N2 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA); (C) 

N3 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA)  

 

Furthermore, the deposition of SiO2 NPs layer was confirmed by applying EDX 

analysis. Hence, the EDX spectrum had proved the presence of silica and oxygen as 

expected, revealing the presence of SiO2 NPs (See Figure 37). 

 

 

Figure 37 EDX analysis for N2 and N3 nanocapsule. 

 

Besides, Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) was used to analyze the size of the 

prepared nanocapsules. For this purpose, the three samples were diluted and sonicated 

to minimize the aggregations resulted from the presence of polymers. As shown in 

Figure 38A-C, the nanocapsules size was between 200 nm - 500 nm for N1 NCs, 

between 100 nm – 300 nm for N2 NCs and between 50 nm – 150 nm for N3 NCs.  

 

 

A 
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Figure 38 Dynamic light scattering analysis for the different polymeric nanocapsules 

(A) N1 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA); (B) N2 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 

NPs-PDDA); (C) N3 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-

PDDA). 

 

Moreover, to examine the crystallinity of encapsulated curcumin in the three 

different nanocapsules, X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed. The diffractograms of 

C 

A 

B 
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free curcumin, N1, N2 and N3 nanocapsules are illustrated in Figure 39. The main 

characteristic peaks of curcumin appeared at diffraction angles of 2 equal to 8.06°, 

9.20°, 12.46°, 14.95°, 17.75°, 19.8°, 23.7°, 24.6°, and 26.5 ° revealing the crystalline 

form of curcmin142. However, as it is revealed in the diffractogram of N1 nanocapsule, a 

broad peak was obtained at 2 equal to 22.5, where the others peak were absent. This 

shift in the peak, and the disappearance of most of curcumin peaks reveals the 

encapsulation of curcumin into the core of PLGA polymer and thereby the 

diminishment of curcumin’s crystallinity. Otherwise, for N2 and N3 nanocapsules, the 

XRD diffractograms showed a complete amorphous structure, proving the total 

encapsulation of curcumin into the PLGA polymer, boosted by the SiO2 NPs and PDDA 

layers.   

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

N3 nanocapsule

N2 nanocapsule

N1 nanocapsule

Curcumin

2
 

Figure 39 XRD Patterns and of for pure curcumin; N1 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-

PDDA); N2 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA); N3 nanocapsule 

(PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA). 
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Furthermore, to study the thermal stability of the prepared nanocapsules, 

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) was performed for pure curcumin, and the three 

nanocapsules. Hence, the results are depicted in Figure 40. In fact, pure curcumin shows 

thermal decomposition between 240◦C–560◦C143, where it loses around 70% of its total 

mass. Hence, same thermal decomposition was obtained for N1, N2 and N3 except that 

the encapsulation of curcumin into PLGA polymer increases its stability. Hence, for 

PLGA-Cur NCs (N1) the weight loss of curcumin was around 55% of its total curcumin 

mass.  Thus, as for N2 and N3 the thermal stability increased remarkably where the 

weight loss obtained was around 25% and 10% respectively. Meaning that, SiO2 NPs 

and PDDA layers, act as protective layers ensuring thereby the total entrapment of 

curcumin in the core of PLGA polymer. Interestingly, no mass loss was occurred below 

100◦C, revealing that the NCs dried were dehydrated.   
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Figure 40 thermogravimetric analysis of for pure curcumin; N1 nanocapsule (PLGA-

Cur-PDDA); N2 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA); (C) N3 

nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA). 
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2. Spectroscopic analysis for N1, N2 and N3 nanocapsules 

The fluorescence emission spectra were measured for curcumin, N1, N2, and N3 

nanocapsules at two excitation wavelengths; 425 nm (for enol form of curcumin) and 

350 nm (for enol form of curcumin)144, in the emission range between 440 nm - 740 nm 

and 370 nm – 600 nm respectively (See Figure 41A&B). The emission intensity of 

curcumin dissolved in methanol exhibited a major peak at  = ∼550 nm at both excitation 

wavelengths λex = 425 nm and λex = 350 nm. Hence, for both excitation wavelengths, a blue 

shift was occurred when curcumin is being entrapped in the core shell of the PLGA 

polymer.  
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Figure 41 (A)Flurescence emission spectra excited at λ = 440 nm; (B) Flurescence 

emission spectra excited at λ = 350 nm; for pure curcumin; N1 nanocapsule (PLGA-

Cur-PDDA); (B) N2 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA); (C) N3 

nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA). 

 

 

Henceforward, when exciting at 425 nm the emission wavelength is shifted from 

550 nm (pure curcumin) to ∼510 nm for N1 NCs, ∼503 nm for N2 NCs, and ∼499 nm 

for N3 NCs. Moreover, a blue shift to ∼510 nm was also noticed for the three different 
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nanocapsules capsules at λex = 350 nm. In both emission spectra, the lowest emission 

intensity was obtained for N3 NCs. This difference in the emission wavelength is due to 

the incorporation of curcumin inside the PLGA forming smaller nanocapsules, proving 

that curcumin is forced from the aqueous phase of the PLGA polymer to its 

hydrophobic phase.  

Furthermore, the UV-Visible absorption spectrum for free curcumin and the three 

NCs is depicted in Figure 42. Generally, curcumin absorbs in the UV-visible region at 

nearby 266 nm (S0⟶S2 transition) and at around 426 nm (S0⟶S1 transition)145-146. 

However, the entrapment of curcumin into the core shell of PLGA polymer is verified 

in the first place by the transformation of the sharp absorption peak obtained at 425 nm 

to a broad peak for N1. Additionally, UV-visible absorption of N2 and N3 appears at λ = 

457 nm and λ = 469 nm indicated deprotonated form of curcumin (which is normally observed in 

basic medium above pH 9), thus, makes it easier to confirm the entrapment of curcumin 

into the core of PLGA polymer. Similarly, it was noticed that the absorbance of the three 

nanocapsules decreases going from N1 to N3 compared to free Curcumin, suggesting that 

curcumin is encapsulated more in N3 nanocapsules. 
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Figure 42 UV-Visible spectra for pure curcumin; N1 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA); 

(B) N2 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA); (C) N3 nanocapsule 

(PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA). 

 

3. Drug loading and encapsulation efficiency 

The absorbance of the decanted supernatent obtained after the centrifugation 

step in the synthesis of the nanocapsules was measured and the mass of free curcumin 

was calculated. The EE and DL percentage value are summarized in Table 7. 

The encapsulation efficiency of N1, N2 and N3 was equal to 90.21%, 93.26% 

and 98.51 respectively. The enhancement of the EE percentage is due to the increase in 

the layer added, where it boosts the encapsulation of curcumin into the core of PLGA 

polymer. The high encapsulation effeciency value obtained in our case was similar to 

the EE value calculated by Gao et al147. One of the important properties in 

nanomedicine is drug loading percentage of the entrapped drug. The calculated % DL 

was equal to 24.10 %, 25.5 % and 28.30 % for N1, N2 and N3 NCs respectively. Hence, 

high encapsulation effeciency and high drug loading in such drug carrier particles can 

lead to stronger therapeutic effect along with reduced side effect 130. 
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Nanocapsules N1 N2 N3 

Encapsulation Efficiency (%)  90.21 93.26 98.51 

Drug loading (%) 24.10 25.50 28.30 

Table 7 Encapsulation Efficiency and drug delivery values for, N1 nanocapsule (PLGA-

Cur-PDDA); N2 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA); and N3 

nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA). 

 

 

4. Effect of pH on the Drug Release Activity 

To study the effect of pH on the release of curcumin from the synthesized 

nanocapsules (N1), UV-Visible measurement was obtained for the supernatant collected 

after centrifugation at 15000 rpm for 10 min in order to follow up the amount of 

released drug. The drug delivery profiles were obtained at T = 37℃ at three different 

pHs 4, 6, and 7 as shown in Figure 43. 

 

Figure 43 Drug release for N1 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA) at three different pHs 

(4, 6, and 7). 

 

An important factor that affects the mode of release of the encapsulated drug is 

the surface charge148. As a result, Zeta-potential titration analysis was done for 
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curcumin and the nanocapsules at the studied pHs.  Results showed that curcumin is 

negatively charged at pH 6 and 7, while it is positively charged at pH 4. Also, Zeta 

potential measurements of the nanocapsules showed that these nanocapsules are 

positively charged at these pHs (See Table 8).  It was revealed that at high acidic 

conditions (pH 4), curcumin showed the highest release from the nanocarrier system, 

since both curcumin and N£ NCs exhibit a positively surface charge at this pH; inhibit 

thereby the entrapment of curcumin into the membrane of the nanocapsules. 

Consequently, lower drug release was obtained at lower acidic medium (pH 6 and 7). In 

fact, this is due to the attractive electrostatic interaction between two opposite charged 

spices enhancing therefore the entrapment of curcumin and causing subsequently a 

lower drug release. The higher drug release of curcumin at pH 6 compared to pH 7 is 

related to the higher surface charge obtained at pH 7 for the prepared nanocapsules. 

 

Zeta value (mV) 4 6 7 

N1 nanocapsule  +17.34 +20.83 +25.74 

Curcumin  +2.2 -2.2 -4.2 

Table 8 Zeta potential value for N1 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA) and Curcumin at 

three different pHs(4,6, and 7). 

 

5. Effect of additive multilayer on drug release 

In order to lower the release of the drug at pH 4, multilayered nanocaspsules (N2 and 

N3) were prepared and the drug release profile was obtained at pH 4 as shown in Figure 

44. It is clear that the release rate of curcumin decreases with the increase of the layer 

number. 

pH 
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Figure 44 Effect of Additive layers on the release of Curcumin in N1 nanocapsule 

(PLGA-Cur-PDDA); N2 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA); and N3 

nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA) at pH 4. 

 

In this situation, it was expected that curcumin release will drop with the 

increase in the number of layers. This was confirmed by the obtained plot, where faster 

release of the drug is obtained when the nanocapsules surface was only coated by 

PDDA layer. However, the rate of release decreases by adding at first an additional 

silica nanoparticles layer and decreases more by adding a second silica layer. In all three 

cases, the drug release increased over the studied period reaching a maximum release 

for N1 and a minimum release for N3. Such layer by layer assembly improves the 

stability of the nanocapsules due to the electrostatic interaction between the oppositely 

charged polymer and silica nanoparticles149. Accordingly, the stability of the 

nanocapsule increases when more layers are added to its surface as our results explain. 

Indeed, silica nanoparticles are negatively charged and PDDA polymer is 

positively charged, as a result; when silica is incorporated between two PDDA layers 

stronger electrostatic interaction will be present (See Table 9). Hence, the addition of 
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extra silica layer will enhance strangely the electrostatic interaction, and at the same 

time it will delay the release of curcumin encapsulated within the PLGA nanocapsules. 

Hence, the addition of multiple layers increase the diffusion distance and thus delay the 

contact between the drug and the release medium significantly for a longer time150.  

 

Nanocapsules N1 N2 N3 

Zeta Potential Value (mV) +32.41 +35.67 +38.66 

Table 9 Zeta potential value for N1 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA); N2 nanocapsule 

(PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA); and N3 nanocapsule (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 

NPs-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA). 
 

 

D. Conclusion 

In Summary, the effect of three pHs (4, 6 and 7) on curcumin release from 

PLGA-Cur-PDDA nanocapsules was studied. It was revealed that the highest release of 

curcumin from the nanocapsules occur at pH 4. In order to lower curcumin release at 

the acidic medium, multilayered   nanocapsules were synthesized; N2 NCs (PLGA-Cur-

PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA), and N3 NCs (PLGA-Cur-PDDA-SiO2 NPs-PDDA-SiO2 

NPs-PDDA). Results showed that as the number of layers increases the release of 

curcumin was reduced.  
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION 
 

In the present thesis, curcumin was highlighted to be a potential candidate for 

sensing dopamine as well as being a good agent for analytical and therapeutical 

applications. The interaction of Curcumin with PLGA and PDDA was studied and it 

was found that Curcumin interacts with PLGA through hydrogen bonding and van der 

Waals interaction and with PDDA through hydrophobic interaction.  

Spectroscopic measurements such as fluorescence were conducted using 

Curcumin and pyrene as a fluorescence probe was conducted to determine the critical 

micelle concentration of PLGA which was found to be 0.31 g/L. Also, the critical 

micelle temperature was estimated and it was found to be 25 °C. 

The effect of NaCl salt and solvent on the self-assembly behavior of PLGA 

polymer was studied. It was found that the increase in NaCl concentrations lowered the 

CMC by around two folds from 0.25 to 0.14 g/L as the NaCl concentration reaches 150 

mM. Moreover, using chloroform, the effect of solvent on the aggregation behavior was 

studied, it was found that the polymer aggregate at similar concentration as in acetone-

water mixture. But, the main difference was that a reverse micelles are obtained in case 

of chloroform instead of normal micelles.  

Moving forward to determine the position of curcumin in the PLGA micelles, 

quenching experiment was conducted using two quenchers: hydrophilic KI and 

hydrophobic CPB. The results obtained confirmed the location of curcumin to be 

located near the hydrophobic pocket of Stern-layer of PLGA micelle. 
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Moreover, the encapsulation of Curcumin inside PLGA was successfully done 

using solid in oil in water emulsion technique. The nanocapsules was coated with 

PDDA polymer in order to stabilize the synthesized nanocapsules. The successful 

encapsulation of curcumin into the polymeric nanocapsules was verified using UV-

Visible, fluorescence emission analysis, X-ray Diffraction (XRD), thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Moreover, the efficiency of 

PDDA as a protective layer was confirmed through zeta analysis. 

Based on the high encapsulation efficiency obtained for the synthesized 

nanocapsules PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs were used as a nanoprobe to detect dopamine, 

which was based on the fluorescence emission, a selective, easy, and a low cost 

technique. Several solutions were prepared with different dopamine’s concentration in 

the range from 10 M to 5 mM. From 10-500 M, the emission intensity decreases 

slightly due to the binding of the negatively charged dopamine, to the positively 

charged NCs. However, the enhancement of dopamine’s concentration causes an 

effective fluorescence quenching. The binding constant was estimated using the stern-

volmer equation to be around 0.96 mM. 

Besides, the antiviral activity of PLGA- CUR-PDDA NCs was examined against 

the influenza A virus. Based on the results of MTT assay, it was found that Curcumin 

nanocapsules is well tolerated by A549 cells with cell death< 20 % up to a 

concentration of 20 µM. And the results of plaque reduction assay showed that a 

reduction in the plaque size was found upon treating infected PR8 cells with 10 µM of 

Nanocapsules. Finally, the EC50 was estimated to be 20 μM.  

As a future direction for this research work, the anti-cancer and anti-oxidant  

activity of PLGA-CUR-PDDA NCs will be evaluated.  
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